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ABSTRACT 

With the increasing global competition, it is important for the automotive fasteners 

industries to reduce the cost and improve the production efficiency against other 

competitors. To achieve it, the author intends to introduce injection forging as an 

alternative method to conventional forming for automotive fastener production. This 

study investigates the characteristics of injection forging by finite element (FE) 

analysis and physical experiment. For the comparison of the conventional forming 

process with injection forging, ABAQUS and DEFORM were used to conduct FE 

simulations of the forming of a wheel bolt. Axisymmetric models were developed 

with both FE codes to analyse forging force, forging energy, forming form-error, tool 

stress, etc. of conventional multistep forging and injection forging (single step 

forging). A ring test was also conducted to determine the coefficient of friction 

between the workpiece and the tools in order to define the contact conditions in the 

FE models.  

Subsequently, tests on injection forging were carried out in Ritai Auto Standard 

Component Co. Ltd. The trials included forging force measurement, evaluation of 

lubricants, critical dimension measurement, macroetch testing micro-hardness tests 

and a manufacturing try-out. FE simulation results and experimental results were 

then compared. Behaviour of the lubricants was also examined for injection forging. 

Through the comparison, FE models were verified. Some improvements, regarding 

the influence of forging speed, thermal issues, meshing plan and the limitation of 

axis-symmetric model, were proposed. 

By using improved FE models, effects of critical aspects such as process parameters 

(forging speed and coefficient of friction), tool parameters (tool structure, tool 

geometry and tool materials), and workpiece parameters (workpiece material and 

workpiece geometry), were investigated in detail. With the improved FE models, 

influences of these parameters on fatigue life of the die, die wear, form-errors, and 

grain flow-lines, were examined. 
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Based on the sensitivity analysis of forging parameters, optimisation was carried  out 

on the tool parameters, and a new tool structure has been proposed for injection 

forging of the fastener. The tool design was assessed through FE simulations.  

As results of FE simulations and experiments, the main findings included the merits 

and drawbacks of injection forging compared with traditional forging process, the 

precision of FE models, the optimal lubricant for injection forging, the behaviour of 

injection forging in manufacture trials, the influence of process factors on tool life, 

forming accuracy and grain flow line. These findings supported the further tool 

optimization. After optimization, the tool life and forming accuracy had an increase. 

Based on the research work, the contributions were defined and recommendations of 

the further work were proposed.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1    Background of the Research 

Cold forging and extrusion are important manufacturing processes which are widely 

used in many industries such as automotive, aircraft, military, shipbuilding, etc. 

Providing great accuracy, good surface finish, low consumption of materials and 

enhancement of mechanical properties [1], cold forging and extrusion become more 

and more established for manufacturers. To date, most automotive fasteners are 

fabricated by cold forging or extrusion, such as heading and forward extrusion. By 

using these processes, efficiency, cost and quality, which always take the first place 

in production, are kept within an acceptable range.  

However, with the increasing global competition, these conventional metal forming 

processes are facing challenges. The primary factor is from customers who require 

the components in a high-precision and stable quality using high strength-to-weight 

ratio materials. On the other hand, the industries also want to reduce the cost and 

improve the efficiency against other competitors. To meet these requirements, 

injection forging is being researched as a new option which can obtain complex 

components in a minimum of forging steps.  

The use of injection forging raises some issues of tool life and component accuracy. 

Because of shortening the forging chain, the tool experiences more severe stresses 

than conventional process. The increased tool stress promotes crack growth which 

deteriorates the tool life. Since the tools occupy nearly 5% to 30 % of manufacturing 

cost [2], it is vital to have a satisfactory tool life. On the other hand, the high tool 

stress also increases the tool deflection which influences the component accuracy. 

Thus, it demands a tool with great stiffness to reduce the tool deflection.  

Considering these issues, the research aim and objectives are defined and will be 

discussed in the following section. 
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1.2    Research Aim and Objectives  

Against this background, the overall aim of this study is to evaluate the feasibility of 

injection forging for volume production of automotive fasteners based on finite 

element simulations and physical experiments. It also aims to establish a systematic 

approach to analyse the parameters which influence tool life and component quality. 

The following objectives are defined:  

1) To establish FE models for comparing the fastener forming by conventional 

forging and injection forging.  

2) To conduct an experimental study and a manufacturing try-out of the 

injection forging process to validate and develop the FE model. 

3) To investigate component quality with regard to forming errors, grain flow 

line and hardness distribution.  

4) To assess the influences of forming parameters on component quality and tool 

life through FE simulations. 

5) To optimise the tool design of injection forging and verify the new tool 

design by FE simulations.  

1.3    Methodology 

To achieve the aim and objectives, the following methodology was used: 

1) Literature review on the cold forging process especially on injection forging 

process, including an understanding of tool designs, tool manufacturing, tool 

failures, tool service-life prediction and the approaches for analysing and 

reducing component form-errors. 

2) FE simulations of multistep forging and injection forging in automotive fastener 

production to compare the forging force, forging energy, forming errors, tool 

stresses, etc. 

3) Experimental investigations of injection forging in a commercial fastener 

manufacturer with different lubricants, and validation of FE models by 
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comparing the results from experiments and FE simulations. 

4) Conducting the FE simulations of injection forging in the improved model to 

evaluate the influence of some critical parameters in the control of forming errors 

and tool service life. 

5) Optimisation of tool-design for injection forging, and verifying the tool-design 

through FE simulations.   

6) Drawing conclusions from the research and making recommendations for future 

work.   

1.4    Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of seven chapters which are organised as follows: 

Chapter 1 introduces the background, aim, objectives and structure of the research.  

Chapter 2 presents the development of injection forging, including the process 

principles and forming limits. In addition to this, it covers some common tool 

failures, tool life prediction and approaches to improve the tool life. Also, the 

forming errors and errors-reduction methods are discussed. Finally the FE software, 

ABAQUS and DEFORM, are reviewed. 

Chapter 3 presents the comparison of injection forging and multistep forging in bolt 

forming based on FE simulations. It aims to analyse the differences of forging force, 

forming errors and tool stresses for both processes. It begins with FE model 

development and procedures. Finally, the results of simulations are discussed.  

Chapter 4 shows the physical experiments of injection forging with three lubricants. 

A series of tools are prepared for use in a hydraulic press machine and a high speed 

forging machine. Through the experiment, the forging force, component accuracy, 

hardness distribution and grain flow lines are obtained. The feasibility of injection 

forging is also tested by the manufacturing try-out. Lastly, the experimental results 

are compared with FE simulations. Based on the comparison, the FE models are 

validated and developed.  

In Chapter 5, a comprehensive analysis model with regard to forging speed, the 
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coefficient of friction, tool structure, tool materials, workpiece materials and 

workpiece geometry, is developed. Each parameter is evaluated with regards to tool 

life and component quality.   

Chapter 6 presents an optimisation of the tool design for injection forging. The new 

tool design is assessed by using FE analysis and based on the results suggestions for 

industrial applications are proposed.  

Chapter 7 draws conclusions from the study, summarises the main contributions to 

knowledge and makes recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 

2.1   Cold Forging and Automobile Component Production 

Over the past several decades, the growing automobile industries have increased the 

demand for automobile components. In order to meet these large requirements, 

various techniques such as forging, machining and casting, were applied to produce 

components of different sizes and shapes in an economical way [3]. Among them, 

cold forging as, an efficient process, plays an important role in automobile 

components production. With the help of cold forging, the material mechanical 

properties are considerably improved [1]. Cold forging strengthens some metals 

which are treated as unacceptable if warm forged, machined or hot forged, for use in 

vehicles. A good example is the austenitic stainless steel, which the tensile properties 

increase with cold work. However, in warm or hot forged, it will not happen because 

of the “self-annealing” [4]. Therefore, cold forging becomes a priority choice for 

manufacturers when it is feasible for practical production.  

To date, there are many types of metal forming processes, including extrusion, 

heading, rotary forging, closed-die forging, etc.  

Cold Extrusion 

Cold extrusion is a traditional forging process which manufactures the components 

by a compressive forming force. Depending on the die configuration and material 

flow, cold extrusion is classified into forward extrusion, backwards extrusion, and 

lateral extrusion. The material flow direction is the same as punch movement for 

forward extrusion, while it is the opposite for backwards extrusion. As for lateral 

extrusion, the material flow direction is vertical to the direction of punch 

displacement [5].  
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In order to produce complex components, these basic extrusion processes can be 

combined with each other or other forging processes like upsetting, heading, and 

coining [1]. With the help of these processes, some parts such as universal joints, 

spur gears, and shafts can be produced with high volumes. Cold extrusion can 

achieve an excellent forming accuracy (IT7 to IT8) and surface finish (Ra 0.2 μm - 

1.6 μm) [6]. Meanwhile, due to lower material consumption, the material use ratio is 

more than 80% in most situations [6]. This merit is especially useful when the 

workpiece material is expensive.  

Currently, cold extrusion is widely used in automobile industries, e.g. most 

automotive fasteners are formed to intermediate products or final products by 

extrusion. Other components, such as shock absorber cylinders, piston pins, starter 

gear, etc. all involve the cold extrusion processes.  

Cold Heading 

Cold heading is defined as a change of the dimensional cross-section area of a 

workpiece at room temperature. The outstanding advantage of cold heading is the 

high production rate. Depending on the part size, the production rate reaches around 

2000 to 50,000 pieces per hour [5]. Combining with extrusion, coining, trimming, 

and thread rolling, it is often used to produce small sized or medium sized products 

in high volume. Some typical examples are screws, bolts, nuts and other fasteners.  

Usually, the cold heading is carried out in a horizontal forging machine which is 

called a header. Because of the high-automation of the heading machine, the cost of 

labour is relatively low. Meanwhile, due to good accuracy and surface finish, the 

components produced by cold heading seldom require post machining.  

Rotary Forging 

Rotary forging is a kind of incremental forging, which means forging the workpiece 

under the continually pulsed forging press. Since the contact surface between tools 
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and workpiece is small, the friction force is relatively low. With the reducing of 

friction force, the forging force decreases. This makes the tool life higher than that in 

conventional forging processes. Moreover, it reduces noise and vibration during the 

process because there is no impact force used [5], [7], [8]. However,  it also has some 

limitations, e.g. the production geometry is limited to symmetrical parts like hubs 

and bearing rings [9], [10]. In addition to this, the design of rotary forging machines 

is difficult as a result of the big die motion required [5].  

Closed-Die Forging 

In closed-die forging, the initial workpiece is placed within the walls or cavities of 

the die. Through closing the die, the material is deformed to a defined shape [5]. 

Depending on the flash, closed-die forging can be classified into flash allowance and 

without flash [1]. For the forging with flash, the tool stress is relieved via the flash 

channel. Meanwhile, the forging pressure has a drop which can be controlled by the 

volume of flash, however post-machining is required for the produced component. 

Fig. 2-1 shows a typical closed-die forging with flash. 

For the forging without flash, there is little or no machining required after forging. 

However due to the absence of a relief channel, the tool works in a severe 

environment. Therefore, the requirements of tool making becomes stringent and it 

increases the risk of tool failure. On the other hand, it is also important to calculate 

the workpiece volume precisely. Any unintended extra material will adversely impact 

the tools because of the increased unexpected forging pressure [5].  

 

Fig. 2-1: Manufacturing of connecting rod by closed-die forging with flash [5]. 
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In automotive industries, closed-die forging is used to produce many complex parts, 

such as the steering knuckle, crankshaft, connecting rod, etc. [1], [5]. Usually, 

closed-die forging is shaping material which may be heated to a high temperature. In 

this way it can reduce the flow strength of material. For some soft materials closed-

die forging also can be carried out at room temperatures.  

Besides involving various manufacturing processes, the cold forging can fabricate 

components with diverse materials. Steel as a traditional metal was and still is 

popular in automobile industries because of its good ductility, accepted properties 

and low cost. A large number of car parts such as roof, fasteners, chassis and wheels, 

consist of steel. However, with increasing demands of lightweight design in 

automotive industries, traditional steel is unable to meet them. Some light metals and 

advanced high strength steel, therefore, gradually replace traditional steel in some 

parts of vehicles. Two benefits are introduced concerning car weight reduction. 

Firstly, in the same body structure, using light metals can reduce the car weight [11]. 

Secondly, with using high strength steel, the body structure can be optimised to get 

same component behaviour [12]. As results, the fuel consumption is correspondingly 

decreased [13].  

Some research has been conducted to investigate the cold forging of light materials, 

including aluminium alloys [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], titanium alloys [19], [20], 

[21] and metal matrix composites [22], [23], [24]. Meanwhile, a combination of cold 

forging and warm/hot forging was applied to overcome problems with some light 

metals with low formability at room temperature. One example was forming a 

composite material (containing Al alloy 2124, Al-Li 8090 and particulate SiC) 

successfully by hot forming, heat treatment and precision cold forging [25]. In terms 

of high strength steel, the cold forging can process some high strength low alloy steel 

(alloy content < 6%), such as AISI 4340 and SCM 435. However, for the high 

strength high alloy steel, the hot and warm stamping (press hardening) are mainly 

used in sheet forming area [26].  
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2.2   Injection Forging 

Injection forging is a plastic deformation approach which deforms the workpiece by 

injecting the material into the die chamber. This method can be used for bulk and 

tubular material. Since it is treated as a variant of extrusion, there are several names 

for this technology, such as radial extrusion, side extrusion, lateral extrusion and 

transverse extrusion [27]. In this study, the term injection forging is used.  

2.2.1    Development of the Technology 

In 1963, to mass produce flanges, injection forging as a new extrusion configuration 

was introduced by the National Engineering Laboratory, UK [28]. Compared with 

other forging processes such as heading or flange forging, this new method showed 

as being more stable and efficient. After two years, pioneering research on injection 

forging was conducted by Alexander [27] who investigated the effect of hydrostatic 

constraining pressure on the forging of flanges. By applying this pressure, the 

forming limitation of injection forging was extended.  

Because of lacking useful theoretical analyses for injection forging, in the 1970s, 

Parsons et al. [29] employed the upper band analysis to study forging of thin flanges. 

It was argued that this method could describe the process accurately when materials 

were treated as ideal plastic materials. Another attempt on injection forging was to 

forge axisymmetric tubular materials. Some remarkable studies in this area were 

carried out by Dieterle [30] and Hendry et al. [31]. They analysed different defect 

types in injection forging of tubes by physical models and experiments.  

From the 1980s to 2000, finite element analysis gradually became a popular tool to 

analyse the forging process. With the help of it, Balendra and Qin published many 

studies about injection forging [32], [33], [34]. Within these studies, they 

comprehensively defined the forming limits and summarised the failure-forms of 

products. Meanwhile, they introduced a pressure-assisted forging process for thick-

walled tubes. With the assistance of media, the hollow parts were able to be 
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successfully obtained [35], [36]. On the other hand, they analysed the pressure losses 

in the injection chamber. It was reported that the pressure could drop 40%-60% in the 

injection chamber because of the great friction force [37]. Therefore, some lubricants 

were evaluated in [37] to improve the pressure transmission efficiency. Ma et al. [38] 

continued previous works of Qin to examine media materials, rubber and polyethene, 

in pressure-assisted injection forging. It was found that the rubber showed a better 

behaviour than the polyethene. 

In the past ten years, injection forging was used to produce solid and hollow flanged 

parts [27], universal joints [39], gears [40], [41], hollow gear shafts [38], etc. (refer 

to Fig. 2-2). With using injection forging, some limitations were exposed e.g. great 

die stresses. The divide flow method [40] was introduced to release the die stress. As 

well as the die stress, the production efficiency was also a problem. For most 

injection forging parts, the forging speed was quite slow such as 18 mm/min [40] or 

100 mm/min [39]. Therefore, the low efficiency prevented its use in volume 

production.  

 

Fig. 2-2: Injection forging components: (a) gear shaft [38], (b) gear [41], (c) flanged parts and 

universal joints [27]. 

2.2.2    Process Principle 

Based on tool configurations, injection forging can be divided into bulk, tube and 
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pressure-assisted injection forging. Fig. 2-3 (a) shows a typical bulk forging. Initially, 

a workpiece is placed into the die chamber. With the movement of the punch, the 

workpiece material begins to flow in the radial direction until the final geometry is 

obtained. In different tool configurations, the counter punch can be moveable or 

stable. In this way, it is possible to manufacture some specimens which are 

impossible or difficult to be produced by conventional operations.    

In tube forging (as shown in Fig. 2-3 (b)), the mandrel is used to support the 

workpiece or prevent inward material flow. This method is useful for thin-walled 

components. For thick-walled parts, however, the die stress is so high that it is 

beyond industrial limit [27]. Moreover, due to the limitations of mandrel geometry, it 

is unable to fabricate some components, e.g. the gear shaft. Therefore, the pressure-

assisted approach is applied to produce this kind of part. The tube is filled up with 

media material, as shown in Fig. 2-3 (c). After this, the tube ends are sealed by a 

punch and counter punch. With pressures from punches and media material, the tube 

bulges to the final shape.  

 

Fig. 2-3: Illustration of three injection forging configurations [27]: (a) bulk forging, (b) tube forging, 

(c) pressure-assisted forging.   

2.2.3    Forming Defects and Forming Limitations 

2.2.3.1 Forming of Bulk Materials 

In injection forging of solid materials, the forming defects are defined as the 
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following five forms (refer to Fig. 2-4) [33], [34]:  

 Buckling/asymmetrical deformation. Instability of the billet results in this 

defect. The work-hardening exponent affects the risk of buckling. It is argued 

that the smaller the work hardening, the larger the buckling effect.  

 Fracture. It appears on the core or on the rim of components and is caused by 

the tensile stress on the material. 

 Folding. It is caused by the rotation of material and the radial material flow at 

the bottom of the workpiece.  

 Underfilling/notch. Due to the pressure losses during the injection forging, 

the material cannot fill up the die chamber. Therefore, small corner radii are 

not recommended for injection forging.  

 Unevenness/thinning. Unevenness is defined as the unevenly distribution of 

material on the workpiece. It is caused by some factors, such as the initial 

workpiece geometry, tool assembly and tool quality, etc. By increasing the 

forming force at the final forming stage, this can be adjusted.  

 

Fig. 2-4: Classification of failure forms on injection forging of bulk materials [33]. 
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In order to prevent these forming defects, some parameters were analysed to discover 

forming limitations. The most important parameters are the aspect ratio of primary 

deformation zone T and diameter ratio D [33]: 

 𝑇 = 𝑡/𝑑0  (1) 

 𝐷 = 𝑑1/𝑑0  (2) 

where 𝒕, 𝒅𝟎 and 𝒅𝟏 are unsupported billet length, billet diameter and flange diameter, 

respectively. These parameters are explained in Fig. 2-5. According to [33], the 

parameter D, which depends on the materials, affects the incident of fracture  

considerably. When it increases from 2.0 to 3.0 for injection forging of aluminium 

E1CM, the fracture can be prevented. Besides D, the exit-radii and friction 

conditions also influence the occurrence of fracture. For example, with a small exit-

radii and high friction force fractures can be observed at the exit from the injection 

chamber [33], [42].  

 

Fig. 2-5: The illustration of injection forging process and critical parameters [27]. 
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As for parameter T, it has significant influences on forming defects. It was argued 

that the buckling could take place on the workpiece when T was higher than 1.64 

[43]. In other words, in a range of 0 – 1.64, the buckling can be prevented. However, 

this range is obtained when the billet cannot side slip. In other conditions, an upper 

limit of 1.4 - 1.64 is recommended [32]. On the other hand, T cannot be too small as 

results of the unevenness which often occurs in small values of T <0.5 [33]. When 

the fold is taken into consideration, this range needs to be recalculated. It was 

suggested that T should be smaller than 1.3 [32] for a single acting injection forging 

[44]. In order to extend the forming range, the preform design was employed on the 

injection forging [45]. It can reduce the ratio of radial expansion to prevent the 

folding. As results show, the upper limit can be improved to 1.4-1.5 by pre-shaping 

and 1.5-1.64 by preforming for flanged components [45].  

2.2.3.2 Forming of Tubular Materials 

Compared to bulk materials, fewer researchers paid attention to the injection forging 

of tubular materials [46]. Based on experiments, some researchers attempted to find 

the reasons which caused defects on tubular materials [46], [47], [48], [49]. 

According to [46], it showed that some major process parameters, such as di/do (di: 

inner diameter; do: outer diameter), w/t (w: wall thickness, t: gap height) and die 

chamber geometry (refer to Fig. 2-6), can impact the final component. When the w/t 

is less than 0.5, the folding risk on the workpiece materials stays at a high level. 

When w is much less than t, the local reduction and fracture will happen on the outer 

edge of the flange [47], [50]. Moreover, w cannot be very small. Otherwise, it 

increases the risk of an uneven flange thickness, irregular plane surface and irregular 

peripheral surface [27], [51].  
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Fig. 2-6: Die configuration of double-sided injection forging of tubes [52]. 

2.3   Tool Failures and Tool Life Improvements 

2.3.1    Types of Tool Failures in Cold Forging 

There are three main modes of tool failures, i.e. fracture, plastic deformation and 

wear [53], [54]. Fig. 2-7 shows an example of different failure-forms in the forward 

extrusion die. Depending on different forming processes, the major tool failure is 

different. Usually, in the cold forging of complex components, fracture is the main 

failure reason for tool failure and 80% of these fractures occur when producing 

complex components [55]. However, when in volume production of simple 

components, the tool always fails because of tool wear. In this section, the common 

tool failures in cold forging are reviewed.  
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Fig. 2-7: Tool Failure in Cold Extrusion die [55]. 

Wear. Wear is one of common tool failures in cold forging [54]. It is classified into 

adhesive wear and abrasive wear. In general, the adhesive wear is the predominant 

wear mechanism in cold forging [5]. This is because of the considerable deformation 

and contact of the tool with deformed metal, especially in the process of press-

cutting, resulting in cold welds and adhesive joints. However, in some particular 

regions of the tooling, such as the front surface of punches and die edges, the 

abrasive wear becomes the main failure factor [56].  

Plastic deformation. During the forging process, if the pressure exceeds the yield 

stress of tool material, plastic deformation can grow as a localised effect or a 

widespread condition. An example of a localised effect is rolling the corner of a 

punch or the initial yielding in a stress concentration position before a fatigue failure 

[53]. This results in the formed parts unable to keep an acceptable dimensional 

tolerance.  

Fracture. There are two common modes of die fracture failure which are overload 

fracture and fatigue fracture [57]. The overload fracture is caused by the high applied 

stresses that exceed the ultimate strength of the die material [53]. It may be caused 
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by the poor tool design, improper pre-stressing or lacking of control of forging load 

and energy [5]. Usually, this fracture takes place within a few forging cycles. It 

creates a safety hazard for the operator as a result of releasing enormous amounts of 

energy from the die. Fatigue fracture is defined as a tool failure after the tool 

undergoes repeated or cyclic stress reversals [54], [58]. This kind of loading 

condition contributes to the micro-crack initiation and growth in the forming process 

[57]. Because there is no prior warning, it is a dangerous failure in factory 

production.  

2.3.2    Fatigue Analysis 

According to [59], the tool life of cold forging is limited by fatigue in most 

situations. Therefore, many researchers developed methods to analyse and predict the 

fatigue life. To date, there are two main approaches to evaluate the fatigue life, 

including a stress approach (S-N curve) and strain approach. The stress approach is 

more suitable for high cycles fatigue analysis with low-stress level (in the elastic 

range) and a plenty of test cycles (more than one million in some cases). In low 

cycles fatigue analysis, in practice the tool experiences plastic deformation, the stress 

approach cannot provide an accurate result. In this condition, strain approach 

becomes the first choice. 

2.3.2.1 Stress Approach 

Wohler developed the basis of this approach in 1860, known as an S-N curve. In 

1910, Basquin quantified the S-N curve which expressed the relationship between 

forging cycles 𝑵f and admissible stress amplitude 𝝈ar: 

 𝜎𝑎𝑟 = 𝜎𝑓
′(2𝑁𝑓)𝑏  (3)              

In this model, 𝝈𝒇
′  and 𝒃 are fatigue strength coefficient and fatigue strength exponent. 

The 𝝈𝒇
′  is close to the tensile strength of material and 𝒃 is within 0.05 to 0.12 for 
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steels and bronzes [60]. This model fits the practice well when the mean stress is 

zero. However, when the mean stress is positive, the tool damages before the 

predicted life [60]. In order to address this problem, many correction models are put 

forward such as the Goodman model, Gerber model, Soderberg model and Morrow 

model: 

 Goodman [61]:   
𝜎𝑎

𝜎𝑎𝑟
+

𝜎𝑚

𝜎𝑢
= 1  (4) 

 Soderberg [62]:  
𝜎𝑎

𝜎𝑎𝑟
+

𝜎𝑚

𝜎𝑦
= 1 (5) 

 Gerber [63]:  
𝜎𝑎

𝜎𝑎𝑟
+ (

𝜎𝑚

𝜎𝑢
)

2

= 1 (6) 

 Morrow [64]:     
𝜎𝑎

𝜎𝑎𝑟
+

𝜎𝑚

𝜎𝑓
′ = 1  (7) 

These models take account the effect of mean stress 𝝈𝒎 on the stress amplitude 𝝈a 

related to yield stress 𝝈y, tensile strength 𝝈u and endurance limit 𝝈ar at 𝝈𝒎 = 0 [65]. 

Each model has its merits. Goodman model is suitable for brittle metal, while people 

apply Gerber model for ductile metal. For most metals, the Soderberg model gives a 

conservative result [60]. Morrow equation shows the favourable ability for various 

metals, except aluminium alloys [65]. Combining Basquin and Morrow equations, 

the stress approach can be modified as [66]: 

 𝜎𝑎 = (𝜎𝑓
′ − 𝜎𝑚)(2𝑁𝑓)𝑏  (8) 

Currently, this equation has already become a popular criterion for evaluating fatigue 

life. Dehghani and Jafri judged the different tool designs by the stress approach [67]. 

Two equations, as shown in Table 2-1, were employed to decide the material constant 

𝒃 and 𝝈𝒇
′ . These equations are effective when the material test is difficult to carry 

out.  

Saroosh et al. developed a new model (refer to Table 2-1) based on Basquin and 

Morrow’s approach [68]. This model was useful when the tool and workpiece 
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materials were tungsten carbide and S45C or SCM435, respectively [68]. 

Meanwhile, they analysed the influence of mean stresses on the fatigue life. The 

result showed that the prediction from the Basquin model with mean stress was more 

realistic than it without mean stress. Akhtar and Arif [66] compared the stress 

approach and strain approach in extrusion. With the help of FE simulation, they 

showed that the stress approach was accurate, while the result from a strain approach 

was higher than the reality of tool life.   

Table 2-1: Stress-life approach models. 

Authors’ Model 

Dehghani and Jafri [67] 

𝑏 = −
1

3
log (

𝑓𝜎𝑢

𝜎𝑎𝑟
) 

𝜎𝑓
′ =

(𝑓𝜎𝑎𝑟)2

𝜎𝑢
 

(9) 

 

(10) 

𝒇 is a constant (0.8 – 0.95) 

Saroosh et al. [68] 

    𝑁𝑓 = 0.5 (
2.5𝐾+𝐾𝑛−1482.8

𝜎𝑓
′ +499.3−2.3𝐾−0.9𝐾𝑛

)
1

𝑏    (11) 

K, n, 𝝈𝒇
′ and b are the strength coefficient (MPa), 

strain-hardening exponent, fatigue strength coefficient 

(MPa) and fatigue strength exponent, respectively. 

 

2.3.2.2 Strain Approach 

In 1954, Coffin and Manson found a relationship between fatigue life and plastic 

strain which addressed the tool life prediction in high strain forging [69]. The model 

is listed below: 

 
∆𝜀𝑝

2
= 휀𝑓

′ (2𝑁𝑓)𝑐  (12) 

In this equation, the plastic strain amplitude ∆𝜺𝒑  is expressed by fatigue life  𝑵𝒇 , 

fatigue ductility coefficient 𝜺𝒇
′  and fatigue ductility exponent c. Because the total 
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strain amplitude ∆𝜺𝒕𝒐𝒕  equals elastic strain amplitude ∆𝜺𝒆  plus plastic strain 

amplitude ∆𝜺𝒑, the Coffin and Manson equation can be written as [70]: 

 
∆𝜀𝑒

2
=  

∆𝜎

2𝐸
=

𝜎𝑓
′

𝐸
(2𝑁𝑓)𝑏  (13) 

 
∆𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡

2
=

𝜎𝑓
′

𝐸
(2𝑁𝑓) 𝑏 + 휀𝑓

′ (2𝑁𝑓)𝑐  (14) 

where E is Young’s modulus. Equation 14 is the basis of strain approach for the 

subsequent fatigue research. Taking mean stress into Equation 15, it can be modified 

as [71]:   

 
∆𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡

2
=

𝜎𝑓
′ −𝜎𝑚

𝐸
(2𝑁𝑓) 𝑏 + 휀𝑓

′ (2𝑁𝑓)𝑐  (15) 

The model has two stages, including a low cycle fatigue regime (N<104) and a high 

cycle fatigue regime (N>105). It is inflexible for an application within FE simulation 

software [72] because it could not predict a whole range of the fatigue life of the tool. 

M Geiger et al. revised the original model in which the fatigue life depended only on 

the total strain range. The new model, seen in  

Table 2-2, showed accuracy estimation of die life compared with the experimental 

results.  

In other studies, the relationship between the hardness of metal and the fatigue was 

investigated by Lee and Chen [73]. Usually, the die materials demand both hardness 

and ductility. In general, the proper heat-treatment can improve the ductility, but the 

hardness may vary over a wide range. It is therefore simple to only measure the 

hardness of the die material to estimate the die quality. Following this concept, Lee 

and Chen [73] developed an equation based on a strain approach, as shown in  

Table 2-2. It was reported that this model was a new approach to estimate die life. 

However, according to the [73], “this proposed fatigue model is yet to be validated by 

more experimental data”. Therefore, it is difficult to ensure its accuracy.   
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Table 2-2: Strain-life approach models. 

Authors’ Model 

M. Geiger et al. [72] 

log
∆𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡

2
=

𝑏−𝑐

4𝑧
(log 𝑁𝑓)2 + 𝑐 log 𝑁𝑓 + 𝐴     

(16) 

𝐴 =
𝑧

4
(𝑐 − 𝑏) + log 2휀𝑓

′                  (17) 

𝑍 = log {(
𝜀𝑓

, 𝐸

𝜎𝑓
′ )

1/(𝑏−𝑐)

}                
(18) 

 Lee and Chen [73] 

∆휀𝑡𝑜𝑡 (1 − 𝑒
−

𝐴
∆𝜖𝑡𝑜𝑡) =

𝜎𝑓
′

𝐸
(2𝑁𝑓)𝐵 

(19) 

𝜎𝑓
′ = 𝜎𝑓 (20) 

𝜎𝑓 = 24.4𝐻 + 702.9 (JIS SK4) (21) 

𝜎𝑓 = 21.2𝐻 + 869 (JIS SKS3) (22) 

𝜎𝑓 = 29.2𝐻 + 436.3 (JIS SDK11) (23) 

𝜎𝑓 = 23.3𝐻 + 952.6 (JIS SKH9) (24) 

A, is a correction factor from experiment and H is a hardness 

value based on HRC. B is a constant which depends on the 

hardness of the die material. (SK4 is a carbon tool steel. SKS3 

is a cold work too steel. SKD11 is a cold work steel. SKH9 is a 

high speed steel.)  

 

2.3.3    Fracture Analysis 

Because the traditional stress approach and strain approach cannot describe the 

fracture process, Paris developed a fracture model in 1963, known as Paris’ law [74]: 

 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶(∆𝐾)𝑚  (25) 
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 ∆𝐾 =  ∆𝜎𝑌√𝜋𝑎  (26) 

In this criterion, Irwin stress intensity range ∆𝑲 was introduced to decide the length 

of crack 𝒂 based on cycle number N. Parameter C and m are material constants 

which can get from experiment. ∆𝑲 is decided by stress amplitude ∆𝝈, geometry 

factory Y and half-crack length 𝒂. Based on this equation, the Paris curve was able to 

describe the crack process, seen in Fig. 2-8. In this figure, the  𝑲𝒎𝒂𝒙 is maximum 

stress intensity factor and  𝑲𝒄 is critical stress-intensity factor for fracture. According 

to the curve, the fracture process is divided into three stages: slow growth (threshold 

region), Paris region and quick growth (unstable region). In the first region, the crack 

will not arise until the threshold ∆𝑲𝒕𝒉. After it, the crack increases slowly [75]. In the 

Paris region, the crack growth is stable, and the mean stress influences the growth 

rate. At the last region, the crack growth becomes unstable until the final failure. 

 

Fig. 2-8: Crack growth curve [76] 

However, there are some limitations for this model. Firstly, this equation does not 

define the effect of stress ratio R on crack propagation [76], while the stress ratio is 

important for crack growth, especially in threshold region and unstable region. 

Secondly, in the unstable region, Paris’ law cannot predict the crack growth 

accurately [77]. Therefore in subsequent research work, the stress ratio was 
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investigated by Walker [78]. It was suggested that the stress ratio R accelerated the 

growth rate. The modified model is listed below: 

 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
=

𝐶

(1−𝑅)𝑚(1−𝛾)
(∆𝐾)𝑚  (27) 

where 𝜸  is constant decided by experiment. This equation fits well in the Paris 

region, whereas it still cannot predict the unstable region. Forman proposed an 

improved expression which was called as Forman equation [79]: 

  
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
=

𝐶(∆𝐾)𝑚

(1−𝑅)(𝐾𝑐−𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥)
  (28) 

Through Forman equation, it addressed the crack growth in the unstable region.  

2.3.4    Wear Analysis  

The tool wear is a complicated process which is influenced by temperature, surface 

roughness, material, lubricant, relative velocity, etc. Hence, it extremely difficult to 

formulate the wear process [80], [81]. Currently, the most popular model in the 

prediction of tool wear is the Archard model. This model was developed in 1953 

[82], which defined the wear volume W by normal load 𝑷, sliding speed V, Hardness 

H (HRC) and wear coefficient K.  

 𝑊 = 𝐾 ∫
𝑃𝑉

𝐻
𝑑𝑡  (30) 

In this equation, the hardness is constant during the forging. However, in practical  

production, the material hardness depends on the working temperature [83]. In other 

words, the thermal energy is able to soften the hardness. Therefore, the previous 

model was updated by Kang et al. [83]: 

 𝛿𝑑 =  
𝐾𝑃𝐿

3𝐻(𝑇,𝑡)
  (31) 

where L, t, T and d are sliding length, time, temperature and wear depth, 

respectively. In the following research, Lee and Jou [84] found that the wear 

coefficient K increased with the temperature as well. Therefore, a new modified 
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model was proposed [84]: 

 𝑊(𝑇) = 𝐾(𝑇)
𝐿𝐹

𝐻(𝑇)
  (32) 

 𝐾(𝑇) = (29.29 ln 𝑇 − 168.23) × 10−6  (33) 

     𝐻(𝑇) = 9216.4𝑇−0.505   (34) 

where T is centigrade temperature, H is Vickers hardness and F is the normal force. 

This equation can describe the wear process well when the tool material is SKD61 

and workpiece material is SCM415. Based on this model, Lee et al. [85] developed 

empirical equations for  a two stage bolt forming process.  

DA = 𝐾′(1.30 × 10−5 − 4.14 × 10−4 +  0.00478n2 − 0.0232n3 + 0.0403n4)                                                                                        

(35) 

DB = 𝐾′ {50.35e(−
n

0.0040
) + 3.4 × 10−7e(−

n

0.17
) + 6.73 × 10−8}   (36) 

DA , DB , 𝑲′ , n are wear depth in the top part of die insert, wear depth in the bottom 

part of die insert, strength coefficient and strain hardening exponent of the material, 

respectively. According to experimental results, it was argued that the tool with soft 

materials should take the wear into consideration, while the tool was subjected to 

high-cycle fatigue from the strong materials.  

Although the Archard’s model shows good results in some processes, there are also 

some limitations. In the opinion of Sobis et al. [86], the wear process was so 

complicated that it cannot be figured out by this “simple” model. It is because the 

Archard’s model only involves sliding length, hardness and the load. Some important 

parameters, such as friction and lubrication which impact the wear rate, are not 

covered. Moreover, the lubricant controls the real contact area which affects the 

contact pressure. Therefore, they believed that this model only could be applied in 

some simple operations [86].  
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2.3.5    Tool Design  

Tool design is the most critical part in automotive components production. A good 

design can improve the tool life enormously. There are three rules of thumb in tool 

design:  

 Avoid sharp tool geometry which causes stress concentration [1]; 

 Reduce the tool stress, especially the damaging tensile stress which 

deteriorates the fatigue life [59];  

 Selection of suitable tool materials [87]. 

2.3.5.1 Considerations on Tool Geometry 

In cold forging, the geometric discontinuities, such as  holes, grooves and keyways, 

cause stress concentration which magnifies the local stress and shortens the fatigue 

life [88]. Therefore, when doing the tool design, it is necessary to reduce these 

discontinuities on the tool geometry via optimisation of the tool shape [72]. Some 

research has been conducted in this area. In the early work performed by K. Lange 

and his colleagues [1], the maximum principle stress was located in the transition 

area of die inserts for cold heading during the forming process. Therefore, the 

transition radius should be as large as possible to reduce the notch effect. J.S. Jin et 

al. conducted other similar works [89] for bevel gears which showed that the bottom 

face and vertical wall underwent high stresses. Therefore, they enlarged the bottom 

hole of the die which reduced the stress level. It resulted in the redesigned tool life 

increased by ten times. 

2.3.5.2 Considerations on Tool Stress 

Generally speaking, the high stress could deteriorate the tool life. Some approaches, 

therefore, were proposed to overcome the high tool stress. The most popular one is 

called “divided flow” which is an application of the relief-axis and relief-hole in the 
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tool [90]. With using this design, the required forging force can have a big decrease 

which in turn reduces the tool stress. In reference [91], Kondo and Ohga combined 

the conventional closed die forging and “divided flow” concept to fabricate the ring 

gear. They only used 2.6 times the yield strength of the work material to produce the 

ring gear. It not only extended the tool life but also improved the forming accuracy.  

 

Fig. 2-9: Illustration of divided flow in backwards can-extrusion: (a) solid material (b) tubular 

material [92]. 

Other works were done in backwards can-extrusion of cartridge-cases [92]. Results 

showed that the high stress in the punch-pocket was reduced via the pressure relief 

channel, seen in Fig. 2-9. However, this technology is not appropriate for volume 

production of automotive fasteners because of the residual flash on the workpiece 

which would need machining after forging.  

Besides using “divided flow”, eliminating the damaging tensile stress can also 

improve the tool. In tool designs, therefore, pre-stressing is introduced to the die 

insert by a shrink ring (refer to Fig. 2-10). In this way, it can decrease or counteract 

the tensile stress concentrations at or near the critical sections [67], [93]. There are 

some approaches to optimise and reinforce the pre-stressing for cold forging. Firstly, 

Victor [87] proposed a new pre-stressing design for cold heading. In his work, the 

external diameter of the die insert was higher at each end and steadily drops toward 

the middle part. It can cause a “bending” effect that generates a higher compressive 

stress [87].  
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Fig. 2-10: Illustration of shrink ring and die insert [94]. 

Moreover, to increase the pre-stressing, a double shrink ring may also be used. This 

is because the pre-stressing cannot reach the ideal level by single shrink ring in some 

cases. However, it is noticeable that with more than two shrink rings it is difficult to 

improve the fatigue life further [54]. This is because the pre-stressing in the die insert 

could exceed its yield stress by increasing shrink rings numbers. In addition to using 

multiple shrink rings, advancing design e.g. strip-wound die design, can also improve 

the die life significantly [55], [59], [95]. It is argued that this design extends the tool 

life by 3-10 times than traditional tools [96].  

The last method is splitting the die insert at the position where tensile stress is 

concentrated. It can reduce the maximum principal stresses at the critical area [53], 

[67]. Another benefit from the split die is making the pre-stressing design more 

flexible than the single die insert design. Depending on different requirements, the 

pre-stressing could be varied at the die inserts. When using the multiple die inserts, it 

is suggested to employ an angle between interfaces of each die insert. This can 

achieve a higher contact pressure at the die inserts interface and constrain the 

movement of the insert. No mark, therefore, is introduced during the forging [87]. 

Fig. 2-11 shows an example of splitting die inserts.  
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Fig. 2-11: An example of the split die insert [87]. 

2.3.5.3 Considerations on Tool Materials 

For selecting die materials, the paramount considerations are wear resistance, 

deformation resistance and anti-fatigue behaviour [97]. Hardness plays an important 

role in the material behaviour of wear resistance [1], [5]. Usually, the higher 

hardness, the less wear happens. Therefore, the magnitude of hardness becomes the 

essential characteristic for selection of die materials. Moreover, to withstand the 

severe stresses in the die insert, the material should have enough compressive 

strength. At last, since the temperature and stress changes repeatedly during the 

forging, a tough material can ensure satisfactory fatigue life and forming accuracy 

[97].  

In Table 2-3, some common materials used for cold forging tools are listed. 

Currently, the most popular die insert material is tungsten carbide which has 

outstanding hardness and compressive strength. However, this brittle material is easy 

to break under tensile stress. Therefore, using ductile materials with the hardness 

close to tungsten carbide can improve the die life. In reference [98], it was suggested 

that a new tungsten carbide with a nanophase structure could be useful in the future 

for cold forging. Other materials, such as commercial AISI M4 (high speed steel) and 

steel bonded carbide, all have better ductile behaviour than tungsten carbide [87]. 
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However, changing the die material also has drawbacks. According to [87], the 

biggest issue is an increase in the tool deflection because of a reduction of stiffness in 

the ductile material. Hence, it is better to redesign the tool shape to reduce the tensile 

stress instead of changing the tool materials.  

For the shrink ring materials, AISI H13 (tool steel) is widely used in industry [94], 

[99]. It provides accepted toughness and wear resistance. In some cases, H13 was 

replaced by GTi 50 (sintered carbide) to achieve higher stiffness. It was proven by 

Kwan-Do who analysed the die stiffness with H13 and GTi 50 [94]. The results 

showed that the stiffness was improved by 14.29% by using this new shrink ring 

material. 
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Table 2-3: Chemical composition of tool materials. 

Commercial 

Name  
Designation AISI C (%) Mn (%) Si (%) Cr (%) V (%) Mo (%) W (%) Co (%) 

Macsteel 2379 [100] D2 1.50 ~ 1.60 0.15 ~ 0.45 0.10 ~0.40 11.00 ~ 12.00 0.80 ~ 1.10 0.60 ~ 0.80 - - 

Macsteel 2080 [100] D3 1.9 ~ 2.2 0.15 ~ 0.45 0.10 ~ 0.40 11.00 ~ 12.00 - - - - 

Macsteel 2542 [100] S1 0.40 ~ 0.50 0.20 ~ 0.40 0.80 ~ 1.10 0.90 ~ 1.20 0.15 ~ 0.20 - 1.80 ~ 2.10 - 

Macsteel 2436 [100] D6 2.00 ~ 2.25 0.15 ~ 0.45 0.10 ~ 0.40 11.00 ~ 12.00 - - 0.60 ~ 0.80 - 

Macsteel 2344 [100] H13 0.37 ~ 0.43 0.30 ~ 0.50 0.90 ~ 1.20 4.80 ~ 5.50 0.90 ~ 1.10 1.20 ~ 1.50 - - 

Macsteel 2510 [100] O1 0.90 ~ 1.05 1.00 ~ 1.20 0.15 ~ 0.35 0.50 ~ 0.70 0.15 - 0.50 ~ 0.70 - 

Steel Express A2 [101] A2 1.00 1.00 - 5.00 0.15-0.5 1.00 - - 

Uddeholm  

Calmax [102] 
- 0.60 0.80 0.35 4.50 0.20 0.50 - - 

ASSAB ASP 23 [103] M3:2 1.27 - - 4.20 3.10 5.00 6.40 - 

San Alloy Industry G7 

[103] 
- - - - - - - 75.0 25.0 

CB-Ceratizit ST7 [104] - - - - - - - 80.0 20.0 

West Yorkshire Steel M2 

[105] 
M2 0.85 - - 4.10 1.80 5.00 6.40 - 

West Yorkshire Steel 

M42 [105] 
M42 1.05 - 0.35 3.75 1.15 9.50 1.50 8.00 
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2.3.6    Tool-Fabrication Techniques 

2.3.6.1 Machining Processes 

The machining processes can be classified into: 

 Traditional machining like turning, milling and grinding, etc.  

 Non-traditional machining, for example, electro-discharge machining (EDM).  

Traditional machining processes are used for almost all machinable materials. It 

provides a high machining accuracy and a good surface finish [1], but it cannot deal 

with some super hard metals, e.g. tungsten carbide. In order to machine these 

materials, non-traditional machining was developed in tool making. EDM, as a 

representational technique, became the first choice to cut the super hard materials in 

tool-making industries [106], [107]. As long as the material has electrical 

conductivity, EDM can process it regardless of material hardness and strength. 

Meanwhile, because there is no direct contact between the electrode and workpiece 

during the process, contact deformation will not happen. Therefore EDM can 

machine very thin and small components [106].  

However, the die surface finish and service life are not as good as traditional 

machining [108]. It is because the intense heating and cooling induce the resistance 

stress which introduces micro-cracks on the machined surface [106]. The micro-

cracks are the main reason for the reduction of the fatigue life and corrosion 

resistance [109], especially under tensile loading conditions [110]. Fig. 2-12 shows 

the micro-cracks on a die surface after EDM processing. Many studies were 

conducted to analyse the cracks in EDM. According to [111], the amount and depth 

of surface cracks increase with the discharge energy. Therefore, the pulse current and 

pulse-on duration are the major factors. This was proved by Lee and Tai [110] who 

did an experiment to examine the effect of pulse current and pulse-on duration on 

surface cracks. Results showed that the increasing pulse current and pulse-on 

duration promoted the crack growth. In the meantime, the surface roughness also 

became worse. Therefore, selection of suitable pulse current and pulse duration are 

important for the EDM process.  
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Fig. 2-12: Surface of dies (H13) after EDM process [112]. 

2.3.6.2 Heat Treatment 

After machining, heat treatment is required to improve the tool properties, i.e. 

toughness, hardness and ductility. A traditional heat treatment for a die steel includes 

three steps [113]:   

1) Heating the die steel to austenitizing temperature and keeping it for a 

specified time.  

2) Cooling down the dies under air, water or oil. Depending on the cooling rate, 

the die material has diverse phases. Fig. 2-13 shows the different phases in 

different cooling rate. For most die steels, the martensite is an ideal structure.  

 

Fig. 2-13: The relationship between cooling rate and transformation diagrams for 8630 steel [114]. 
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3) Heating dies again to make the martensite stable which improves the 

toughness of materials.     

During the heat treatment, precise control of temperature, holding time and cooling 

rate decide the tool properties [115]. To date, the temperature and holding time are 

standardised for die manufacture, while the ideal cooling rate is subject to dispute. In 

most cases, the traditional heat treatment avoids a high cooling rate which causes 

distortion or even cracking [116]. However, according to Nikolai [117], an extremely 

high cooling rate can optimise the performance of tooling. The effect of cooling rate 

in low alloy steel was studied in [118]. As shown in Fig. 2-14, after the cooling rate 

increases to a threshold value, the crack formation probability decreased rapidly. It 

was reported that the service life of a punch made of AISI S5 steel increased by two 

times after high cooling rate treatment.  

 

Fig. 2-14: Effect of cooling rate in low alloy steel [118]. 

2.3.6.3 Surface Treatment 

Surface treatment is applied in cold forging to improve the tool properties. Because 

wear resistance has a remarkable improvement after the treatment, this technique 

shows prospect for wide application in tool making. In past decades, many 

researchers studied the influence of surface treatment on the tool life. These results 

are listed in Table 2-4. Based on suitable surface treatment, the tool properties can 
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have various enhancements. 

Surface hardness. There are some ways to enhance hardness. Firstly, the hardness 

can be improved by coating. The typical technique is physical vapour deposition 

(PVD) which utilises the vacuum deposition to coat the tool surface by physical 

methods [119]. Since PVD works at low temperature, the thermal distortion can be 

avoided in tooling. The second approach is a thermal diffusion process. It introduces 

carbides, nitrides or carbonitrids to the tool surface [114]. Through these processes, 

some hard metallic compounds, such as, Fe-N, Al-N, and Fe-C, are generated on the 

tool surface. These metallic compounds can prevent the tool from wearing.  

Table 2-4: Tool life for different materials under various surface treatments. 

Authors Methods 
Tool 

material 
Object Remarks 

Farrahi and 

Ghadbeigi [120] 

Shot peening 

(standard steel 

shots S230) 

AISI D3 

cold work 

tool steel 

Rotating-

bending fatigue 

test Specimen 

Fatigue tool life 

increases by 14% 

Double stage 

nitriding 

AISI D3 

cold work 

tool steel 

Rotating-

bending fatigue 

test Specimen 

Fatigue tool life 

decreases by 8%, 

improvement of 

surface hardness 

Single stage 

nitriding 

AISI D3 

cold work 

tool steel 

Rotating-

bending fatigue 

test Specimen 

Fatigue tool life 

decreases by 50%, 

improvement of 

surface hardness 

Nitrocarburizing 

AISI D3 

cold work 

tool steel 

Rotating-

bending fatigue 

test Specimen 

Fatigue tool life 

decreases by 29%, 

improvement of 

surface hardness 

Monika 

Gierzynska-

Dolna [56] 

Nitriding 
WNL die-

steel 
- 

Decrease of fatigue 

strength 

Al2O3, WC, Cr 

plasma spraying 

WNL die -

steel 
Punch Tool life increases 
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Wanger et al. 

[121] 

Hard roller 

burnishing 
- Cold forging die 

Tool life increases by 

100-160% 

Laser beam 

treating 
- Cold forging die 

Keep or decrease of 

tool life 

Surface 

texturing 
- Punch 

Tool life increases by 

84-122% 

Cassio and 

Cralos [122] 

Plasma nitriding 
VF800 AT 

steel 
Die 

Average wear rate of 

tool reduces by 67% 

TiCN - PVD 
VF800 AT 

steel 
Die 

Average wear rate of 

tool reduces by 83% 

Tohru Arai [123] 
Vanadium 

carbide - TD 

AISI 

D2/AISI  

M2 

Die/Punch Tool life increases 

M. Geiger et al. 

[124] 

Laser surface 

texturing 

High 

speed steel 
Punch 

Average tool life 

increases by 169% 

 

Residual compressive stress. During the forging, the hazardous tensile stress can 

break the tooling. Residual compressive stress, therefore, is employed to overcome 

tensile stress by surface treatment. One common approach to generate residual 

compressive stress in tools is shot peening which uses spherical media to impact the 

tooling. In this way, the fatigue life is extended [125].  

Retaining the lubricant. In cold forging, the tool surface needs to transport a 

sufficient amount of lubricant into the forming zone [124]. An extremely smooth 

surface is unable to retain the lubricant. Therefore, an ideal tool surface requires 

proper micro-geometry to reduce the friction force by retaining the lubricant [126]. 

This micro-geometry is produced by shot peening or surface texturing. As by 

decreasing the friction force, the tool life is improved [127].  

2.4     Component Form-Errors and Error-Reduction 

2.4.1    Component Form-Errors in Cold Forging 

Component quality is an important pillar in the cold forging industries as is reflected 
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by its development [128]. Because component errors decide the quality, 

understanding of component errors is critical. According to [1], component errors are 

classified into dimensional error, positional error, form error, surface error and 

material properties error. The first four errors can be considered as the deviation of 

final production shape from the targeted value. The last error is material properties 

not meeting requirements. Usually this is caused by improper heat treatment [1].  

Other than the material properties error, the component errors are introduced from 

three stages in cold forging. The first stage introduces initial errors. Mainly, it is 

caused by tool quality, set-up of tools, forging machine, deviations in material 

composition, etc. [129], [130]. Some errors can be reduced by improving the 

machine stiffness, proper maintenance of forging tools and appropriate operator 

training [130].  

The second stage, forming, can contribute highly to shaping errors. During the 

forming operation, both workpiece and tools undergo great stresses. Such high 

stresses result in elastic deformation in tools [131]. An example is the punch which is 

shortened by 1 mm and thickened by 0.05 mm under 2000 MPa stress in [132]. The 

dimensional change of tools leads to component errors. On the other hand, after 

loading, the elastic energy from the tools can change the component shape again 

which is called as “secondary yielding” [133], [134]. It is obvious for soft workpiece 

materials [135]. The last issue is springback of the workpiece. Since no tool 

constrains the workpiece after ejection, the elastic energy of workpiece can be 

released. In this condition, the dimension will change again.  

Moreover, temperature is another important factor which affects component errors. 

Because most forming energy is transformed into heat energy, it means the 

temperature in the workpiece can reach around 300°C in some cases of cold forging 

[113], [132], [136]. This temperature is enough to impact some thermal-sensitive 

materials such as aluminium and copper. In large volume-production, the forming 

temperature increases with forging cycles. As results from [137], it shows the 

component errors fluctuate during the multi-cycle cold forging process. This is 

because the forging temperature is low in the initial stage. After many steps, the 

temperature reaches the maximum point and keeps stable.  
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The last stage is after the forging process. It is caused by inappropriate transport or 

storage [129]. This phenomenon is especially severe for some components with a 

weak structure, such as threads and sharp corners. During transport, component 

collisions could damage their structure.  

2.4.2    Measurement of Component Form-Errors  

The simplest method to measure component errors is by comparing the final 

component with the targeted component directly. In this way, the component 

geometry is measured by a coordinate measuring machine (CMM). However, there 

are two limitations for this approach. Firstly, the comparison result is affected by 

support software of CMMs [138]. Secondly, this method is unable to observe 

component errors in process. Hence, some researchers applied strain transducers at 

the tools to measure the tool deflection. It can reflect the errors on components 

indirectly [139], [140]. However, this measurement is costly and cannot show the 

elastic strain in tools completely because of the limited space for installation of 

transducers. Therefore, finite element analysis (FEA) is employed to quantify the 

component errors [141].   

In the 1970s, FEA was applied to analyse the forming process [27]. At the beginning, 

people used a rigid-plastic model to conduct the simulation. In this model, the elastic 

deformation was neglected. It only could be used when elastic deformation was 

inconspicuous, and the plasticity was the main deformation. Therefore, it was not 

suitable for the component errors analysis which involved elastic recovery. Another 

model, elastic-plastic model, became the first choice for researchers. This model 

covered both elastic deformation and plastic deformation during the metal forming. 

Based on it, many studies about component errors were published. Qin and Balendra 

[142] analysed the influence of die-elasticity on the component dimension in forward 

extrusion. Lee et al. [143] evaluated the tool elastic deformation behaviour in cold 

forging of a ball stud. Long [144] investigated the elastic deformation of the die 

during loading, unloading, ejection and cooling down for backwards extrusion. Most 

simulation results showed good agreement with experiments. In order to improve the 

computational efficiency, Lu and Balendra [145] employed a new simulation model, 

the linear elastic model, to calculate the die-cavity compensation. It indicated that the 
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linear-elastic model had enough accuracy for simple elastic analysis, this model 

required the pressure contour on the die before the simulation. 

Currently, various FE simulation software is available in the market, such as 

DEFORM, ABAQUS, ANSYS, QForm, DYTRAN, etc. The FE codes of ABAQUS 

and DEFORM will be discussed in the subsequent subsection.  

2.4.3    Errors-Reduction Approaches 

2.4.3.1 Process and Tool Design  

In cold forging, the material flow status depends on the tool geometry. Therefore, a 

proper tool geometry design benefits component quality [96]. Several studies 

describe the relationship between tool shapes with component errors [142], [146], 

[147], [148], [149], [150]. Some suggestions are drawn from their results for 

common tool designs, as following: 

 Transition radii at die corners (refer to Fig. 2-15). Because the stress focuses 

on the corners, it can cause large elastic deformation. Therefore, it is 

necessary to design transition radii to release the stress at corners. Qin and 

Balendra [142] compared the die with/without transition surfaces in cold 

extrusion. The results showed that form errors were reduced by the die with 

transition surface design. It was confirmed by Long [148] who analysed the 

entire cold extrusion cycle.  

 Die angle (refer to Fig. 2-15). The die angle are determined by the friction 

condition and maximum workpiece strain [1]. The component distortion 

increases with increasing die angle [146], [147].  

 Die land length (refer to Fig. 2-15). It was reported that the die land length 

affected the component errors significantly [150]. In the research from [150], 

with increasing die land length from 3 mm to 7 mm, the component errors 

decreased by 53.58%. 
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Fig. 2-15: Illustration of the parameters of a die insert.  

For die configuration, some approaches were proposed to deal with the form errors. 

In the early stage of research, the ring-shaped die was analysed by Shiraishi et al. 

[151]. With the help of this design, the component errors can be reduced in extrusion 

and drawing. However, this design is only feasible in free extrusion and low-

reduction drawing. Additionally, the constant friction condition between die and 

component is required by this design, but this is impossible in long manufacturing 

runs [149]. To improve this design, Wanheim et al. [149] proposed a new concept 

called the truncated-shell die. Fig. 2-16 (a) shows the conventional design and 

proposed design. In the new design, the rotation of the die in the bearing surface 

compensates for the component error (refers to Fig. 2-16 (b)). What is important is 

that the extrusion force could prescribe the rotation of the die rotation. In other 

words, the influenced factors may be simplified by this die configuration, which 

improves the accuracy of extrusion [149].  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2-16: Illustrations of truncated-shell die, (a) the configuration of the conventional die and 

proposed die configuration, (b) the work principle of the proposed die configuration [149]. 

Besides approaches mentioned above, some smart tools which can adjust the 
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dimension in processes, were developed in Europe. In Germany, an active die with 

additional hydraulic pressure was introduced by Jutte for highly precision gear 

forging [152]. In the UK, an innovative tool design was proposed by the University 

of Strathclyde and University of Birmingham [153]. In Fig. 2-17 the basic 

configuration of this tooling design is shown. As can be seen from the figure, the 

shape memory alloy (SMA) is the core of this design. The SMA can sense and adjust 

the variations in the work environment and can give a response to improve the 

performance characteristics of the structure. Therefore, “in-process” error 

compensation can be achieved by this design [96].  

 

Fig. 2-17: The basic concept of smart forming tooling [153]. 

2.4.3.2 Forming-Stages and Preforms Design 

For some components with complex geometry, modification of die geometry and die 

configuration are very time-consuming. Therefore, some researchers have attempted 

to refine the billet geometry. It was reported that the redesigned billet-geometry 

could reduce the forming pressure which resulted in better forming accuracy [129]. 

An ideal approach to optimise billet-geometry is preforming which reduces the 

forging force requirement and springback [129]. In this way, Qin and Balendra [45] 

employed the preform in the injection forging, which avoided the folding in 

components and improved the component accuracy.  

To obtain a suitable preform design for the workpiece, some approaches are 

developed. In the early stage of studies, Sheng and Guo [154] proposed the 

continuous reverse simulation technique to help the preform design. In this method, 

the simulation begins from the final part and finishes at the original billet. In the 

following research, Lee et al. [155] used an electric field approach to explore the 
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preform shape in hot forging. Zhao et al. [156] employed sensitivity analysis to 

design a preform shape for H-shaped cross-sectional components. Lu et al. [157] 

applied an evolutionary topological approach for rail wheel forging preform design. 

Through these approaches, the proper preform design can be obtained for metal 

forming processes. 

2.4.3.3 Friction and Lubrication Control 

The friction condition plays an important role in cold forging. It not only relates to 

the die life but also does impacts the die deflection. Zimerman and Avitur [158] and 

Pan et al. [159] showed that the increasing of friction force resulted in high tool 

distortion. Qin and Balendra [142] presented that the larger friction between the die 

and workpiece could lead to greater radial deflection of the die during extrusion. It 

caused a large fluctuation in workpiece dimension. This was proved by Balendra et 

al. [138] and Long [160] in later research. It was argued that a reduction of friction 

was indeed helpful for the forming accuracy.  

In order to refine friction conditions, the lubricant should be considered. A good 

lubricant can separate die and workpiece surface, causing low friction and less tool 

wear [1]. Several lubricants such as soap lubricants, oil-base lubricants and solid 

lubricants are used in metal forming. For severe deformation, the soap lubricants 

showed better behaviour than other lubricants [136]. In order to improve lubricants 

behaviour, the workpiece material often needs phosphating before the forming 

process. This process provides conversion coatings on the metal surface, which can 

help the lubricants to adhere to the workpiece [136]. However, conventional 

phosphating brings environment pollution. Recently, it has been gradually substituted 

by some developing lubricant systems [161]. Electrolytic phosphating is a successful 

alternative for traditional phosphating. As shown in Fig. 2-18, the coating is much 

finer after electrolytic phosphate than that in the old technique. It may suggest that 

this coating can provide better behaviour of lubricant with lower friction force during 

the forging process. Also, some lubricants which do not need the conversion coating 

are introduced. Nakamura et al. [162] examined two types of lubricants which 

included a mixture of wax and metal soap and a mixture of MoS2 and graphite. Both 

of them exhibited good behaviour. 
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Fig. 2-18: The SEM micrograph of conventional phosphate and electrolytic phosphate [163]. 

2.5     FE Codes of ABAQUS and DEFORM 

Throughout the last decades, DEFORM and ABAQUS, by virtue of their excellent 

non-linear processing ability and accurate results, were widely used in forming 

analysis [67], [142], [164], [165], [166], [167]. In ABAQUS, there are three main 

modules, Standard, Explicit and CFD (computational fluid dynamics), which are 

designed for different application fields. Among them, the standard module mainly 

intends to analyse static problems and some dynamic problems by implicit methods. 

This module is hard to use for metal forming analysis, especially for severe 

deformation forging. It is because the mesh distortion terminates the analysis. 

Therefore, the FE simulation for forging is finished by an explicit module instead of 

the standard module. The explicit module can solve transient dynamic, quasi-static 

and steady state problems. For most forging processes, it can be regarded as quasi-

static problems. Although some noise is introduced by the explicit module during the 

quasi-static analysis, the results still are acceptable after suitable filtering [168].  

In DEFORM similar solution methods to ABAQUS/Standard are used which are 

based on direct or Newton-Raphson iteration. Therefore, the results from DEFORM 

can keep stable compared with that from ABAQUS/Explicit. Meanwhile, the 

DEFORM provides an automatic remeshing system during the simulation. It ensures 

the simulation can be finished regardless of mesh distortions. However, the mainly 

used material model in DEFORM is a rigid-plastic model. In other words, the elastic 

period of the material is ignored during the simulation. It is acceptable for general 

forging simulation because the elastic period has only a slight influence on metal 

forging. However, for some simulations focused on tool deflection, this kind of 
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model must be abandoned. Moreover, compared with DEFORM, the post-processing 

of ABAQUS is more powerful. Due to these limitations, it makes the ABAQUS more 

popular than DEFORM in the research area.  

However, whether using ABAQUS or DEFORM, some issues which need attention 

are the same, such as model simplification consideration, schemes for meshing and 

remeshing. These issues are reviewed below.  

Model Simplification Consideration 

It is expensive and time-consuming to execute a model which considers all details. 

For some large models, it may take a couple of weeks. Therefore, simplifying the 

model before the simulations is an important issue. There are two areas, geometry 

and process, which need to be considered.  

For geometry, using a 2D model instead of a 3D model is the most simple and 

effective approach. As the simulation in [169], the result from the 2D model and the 

3D model can match well under suitable parameter settings. Additionally, some small 

and unconsidered features in the geometry, such as fillets and chamfers, can be 

eliminated during the modelling. These features with small elements increase the 

processing time in modelling and simulations. Therefore, it is better to ignore these 

features when they are not important. At last, using some connection elements to 

replace related components also is beneficial for the geometry simplification. In 

ABAQUS, there are many connection elements. Using beam elements instead of 

fasteners, using spring elements instead of spring, using CV joint element instead of 

joints, etc. contributes to the model simplification. 

For process consideration, it wastes time to simulate the whole process because a 

large proportion is unimportant for the result. Getting rid of these unnecessary 

aspects improves the simulation efficiency. A good example is a drop test simulation 

of a ball from a defined height in the ABAQUS manual [168]. Another suggestion is 

using a rigid body rather than the deformable body for running. As well known, 

simulation of a rigid body requires less time than a deformable body. Therefore, 

setting some parts, which do not experience deformation during the simulation, can 

simplify the model. 
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Schemes for Meshing and Remeshing Functions 

Mesh schemes are another important issue for FE simulation. Excessively fine mesh 

does not improve the simulation accuracy yet incurs more computation time. In 

ABAQUS/Explicit, the stable increment time ∆𝒕 depends on the following equations: 

 ∆𝑡 =
𝐿𝑒

𝑐𝑑
  (37) 

 𝑐𝑑 = √
𝐸

𝜌
  (38) 

where 𝑳𝒆  is the element length, and 𝒄𝒅  is the dilatational wave speed which is 

decided by Young’s Modulus E and the material density 𝝆. Therefore, when the 

material properties are given, the increment time is determined by the element 

length. More fine mesh, more computation time is taken. On the other hand, the 

coarse mesh brings distorted predictions. Therefore, arranging the mesh properly is 

important for FE simulations. A good suggestion is focusing mesh in regions of 

interest and using a coarser mesh elsewhere. Specifically, in large stress gradients, 

the mesh should be increased to prevent important details from being lost in 

simulations. When the model involves contact with a rigid body, especially a rigid 

body with a transition curve, a fine mesh density is recommended. It is because the 

rigid body plays as a master body in simulation, the deformable body is a slave body. 

When the mesh in a deformable body is coarse, the element of the slave body 

invades the master body which is called “element penetration” and introduces 

unpredictable errors.   

After obtaining a reasonable mesh, maintenance of mesh quality during severe 

deformation is a problem. DEFORM provides an automatic remeshing function 

which is based on a remeshing criterion. In ABAQUS, there are two approaches. One 

is used in the standard module which is called “Map-Solution (MP)”, and another is 

commonly used in the explicit module which is named as “ALE adaptive mesh 

(ALE)”. For MP, the mesh quality for the deformed part is determined manually by 

the researcher. Therefore, this method is very complicated and time-consuming. It is 

unrealistic to use it in a large simulation because the number of remeshings could be 

more than thousands.  
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Therefore, most simulations involving severe deformation use the ALE approach. 

ALE refers to Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian analysis. This approach combines the 

features of Lagrangian analysis and Eulerian analysis. Both standard and explicit 

modules can apply this function. However, the designed purposes of ALE for two 

modules are different. For the standard module, ALE mainly solves the analysis 

about structural acoustic, while it cannot handle large deformation problems. For the 

explicit module, it is particularly effective for metal forming simulation with robust 

controlling [168].  

2.6     Summary 

Cold forging is one of the most important techniques widely used in the automotive 

industries. It provides high production efficiency and stable component quality in 

volume production. Injection forging as a branch of cold forging is being developed 

in research and industry to shorten the forging process. Despite various studies being 

finished in injection forging on the forming limitation, modelling, lubricant, etc.  

There are still opportunities for improvement in this subject. One area is the 

component quality. The influence of process parameters on forming errors and 

mechanical behaviour is not systematically analysed.    

Moreover, the tool life also is a challenge for injection forging. Although some 

approaches were proposed to release the tool stress, they could not be suitable for the 

industrial production because of extra post-machining or high tool-making costs. 

Therefore, it is necessary to provide a practicable and reliable method to extend the 

lifecycle of tools. In addition to this, the main use of injection forging is on a low 

forging speed. The area of volume production with high forging speed is unexplored. 

Therefore, more effort should be made for this area regarding the balance of tool life, 

component accuracy and production efficiency.  

To achieve these demands, finite element analysis is applied to analyse and optimise 

the forging process and tool design. Regarding the economy and accuracy, a proper 

analysis model will be employed. Some parameters like friction condition will be 

adopted depending on practical production conditions in industry. After this, the 

theoretical results will be validated by experiments involving the forging of fasteners.  
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Chapter 3 
 

Comparison of Multistep Forging and Injection Forging  

 

3.1   Introduction  

In this chapter, two forging processes, multistep forging and injection forging, were 

compared for forming an automotive fastener. A series of finite element simulations 

were carried out to analyse the capability of injection forging by forging force, 

dimension errors, tool stress and grain flow. Through observing the forging force, 

some parameters such as load amplitude and forming energy were discussed. The 

dimension errors were another important issue for this comparison. Due to the 

requirement task of shortening the forging process chain, controlling the component 

accuracy is a challenge for injection forging. Poor accuracy adversely affects the 

practical application of the component. It increases the potential risk of failure and 

makes the fastener unable to be fixed in the right position. In terms of tool stress, it 

reflects some areas of concern, including tool life, critical positions for cracking and 

tool deflection. Finally, the mechanical behaviour of the component was compared 

by the simulation of grain flow lines in DEFORM. According to comparisons, the 

behaviour of injection forging in auto fasteners production was demonstrated.   

3.2   Process and Geometry Models  

Fig. 3-1 presents a conventional multistep forging process in hexagon bolt forming. 

To secure the final forged hexagon bolt, the initial billet experiences five steps. In the 

first operation, the round bar is extruded forwards to reduce the diameter in the 

bottom part. Then, it is upset in the second operation. After this, the head is 

compressed by the punch to form a cavity. Before the final operation, the hexagon 

head begins to take a shape. The last operation is heading to get the final component.  

To shorten the process chain, a concept of injection forging is introduced. As can be 

seen from Fig. 3-1, it intends to combine the first three operations into one operation. 

The process concept is shown in Fig. 3-2, which uses a floating die design. In this 

design, the die inserts move with the punch, together at the same velocity. The 
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ejection pin remains stable during the metal forming. It can, therefore, support the 

billet until the final dimension. In this way, the initial billet is formed directly into the 

intermediate product with a cavity by radial and backwards metal flow.  

The initial geometries of the workpiece for two forging processes are illustrated in 

Fig. 3-3. To get the full size of the final product, the volume of the initial workpiece 

must equal that of targeted components. The volume is calculated by CAD/Inventor, 

which is 7789.161 mm3.   

 

Fig. 3-1: Illustration of the traditional forging process and the injection forging process. 

The geometry models of multistep forging tools relate to the design used in practice. 

As for injection forging, the key parameters of the tools correspond to the shape of a 

targeted component. To prevent detrimental tensile stresses, the die insert of the 

injection forging is split at the positions where the tensile stresses stay at the highest 

level. Meanwhile, with using an interference fit between the shrink ring and die 

inserts, pre-stressing is employed in order to withstand the tensile stress. Both the 

split die process and the interference fit design are stated in Appendix A. The 

geometry models of two forging processes are showed in Fig. 3-4.  
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Fig. 3-2: Illustration of injection forging process in forming bolt. 

 
 

 

Fig. 3-3: The targeted component dimension and initial workpiece dimension for multistep forging 

and injection forging. 
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(a) (b) 

 

 

 

 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 3-4: Geometry model in ABAQUS: (a) first step of multistep forging, (b) second step of multistep 

forging, (c) third step of multistep forging, (d) injection forging. 
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3.3   FE Simulations  

DEFORM and ABAQUS were used to perform FE simulations. The forging force for 

each process was compared in both software systems. The dimension errors and tool 

stresses were discussed according to the results obtained from ABAQUS.  

3.3.1    Material Properties 

AISI 1010 was selected as the workpiece material in FE simulations. The material of 

the die inserts was WC (tungsten carbide), other tools were made of AISI H13 (tool 

steel). The stress-strain relationship of AISI 1010 (low carbon steel) stated from 

[143] is shown below: 

𝜎 = 759휀0.24 

where 𝝈 is stress (MPa) and the 𝜺  is the plastic strain. Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 

presents the mechanical properties of these materials and their chemical composition. 

Table 3-1: Material mechanical properties. 

Material 
Density 

(Kg/m3)  

Young’s 

modulus (MPa) 

Yield stress 

(MPa) 
Poisson’s ratio 

WC [170] 1.525×104 640000 6000 0.22 

AISI H13 [99] 7.69×103 212000 1300 0.3 

AISI 1010 [99] 7.87×103 205000 305 0.29 

 

Table 3-2: Chemical composition for materials used [171]. 

AISI 

1010 

Element Fe C Si P S Mn 

Content 

(%) 
99.2 0.114 0.068 0.008 0.0045 0.378 

AISI 

H13 

Element Fe C Si Cr Mo V 

Content 

(%) 
90.95 

0.32 – 

0.40 
1.0 

5.13 -

5.25 
1.33 – 1.4 1.0 

WC 

Element W C - - - - 

Content 

(%) 
80 20 - - - - 
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3.3.2    FE Models 

Table 3-3 shows some parameters of boundary conditions in ABAQUS and 

DEFORM. For both models, the simulation progress was controlled by a constant 

velocity. It was decided by the average velocity of practical production (around 120 

pieces per minute). The coefficient of friction depends on the ring test which is 

shown in Appendix B. 

Table 3-3: Boundary conditions for ABAQUS and DEFORM. 

Software Velocity (mm/s) 
Coefficient of 

friction 
Friction model 

ABAQUS/DEOFRM 45 0.055 
Coulomb law of 

friction model 

 

3.3.2.1 FE Models in ABAQUS 

Because the tools and workpiece were symmetric in this study, the axis-symmetric 

model was used in ABAQUS/Explicit to save computation time. In simulations, the 

punch and ejection pin were set as analytical rigid bodies, while other parts were 

treated as elastic-plastic bodies. The FE models used in ABAQUS are shown in Fig. 

3-4. Before executing simulations, some issues such as mesh penetration, mesh 

distortion, computational efficiency and data processing deserve attention.  

In ABAQUS, the mesh penetration is a common trouble. It occurs as the slave 

surface invades the master surface which results in inaccurate results. In order to 

eliminate this, choosing a suitable contact model is important for simulations. The 

“hard” kinematic contact was applied in the contact model of FE simulations for 

deformable parts. When the contact condition involved two rigid parts, the “hard” 

penalty contact was the only choice in ABAQUS. Additionally, large mass mismatch 

between master/slave parts can cause contact penetration. In this regard, balancing 

the master/slave mass is a direct and effective approach.  

Another issue is mesh distortion because of large deformation gradient during the 

simulation. To cope with mesh distortion, ABAQUS provides Arbitrary Lagrangian-

Eulerian (ALE) adaptive mesh. It maintains a high-quality mesh of the billet in 
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computation. Depending on the degree of mesh distortion, the frequency of re-mesh 

is different. In both forging processes, the mesh was recreated after five increments 

to retain the mesh quality. Each re-mesh was carried out 15 times to obtain a more 

fine mesh in injection forging whereas it was 10 times in multistep forging. 

However, using ALE also brings an obvious drawback, a significant increase of the 

computation time. Regarding the computational efficiency in ABAQUS, mass 

scaling was applied to the simulations to reduce the time consumed. The basic idea 

of this function is to artificially increase the model density to achieve an economical 

solution. With the help of this function, the model density was magnified until the 

minimum time increment could meet the set value 1e-7. 

The last issue is data processing. In the simulations, the forging process is treated as 

a quasi-static process. When the ABAQUS/Explicit simulates a quasi-static response, 

some noise in results is unavoidable according to [168]. It expresses as a fluctuation 

in the outputs of results, particularly in force prediction. To eliminate the influence of 

the noise on results, two approaches were used. The first method was using double 

precision instead of single precision in job execution. Another was employing an 

anti-aliasing filter during the simulation, which obtained smooth curves for the 

results. 

In Table 3-4, the mesh type and mesh number used for each simulation are listed. 

Because the ejection pin and punch were analytical rigid bodies, it was unnecessary 

to mesh them in ABAQUS. 

3.3.2.2 FE Models in DEFORM 

Fig. 3-5 presents the FE model in DEFORM. In DEFORM, most parts were set as a 

rigid body, except the workpiece was a rigid-plastic body. It brings two influences in 

simulations. Firstly, since the characteristic is of the rigid body, die inserts were 

created as a single die insert instead of multiple die inserts. It prevents the 

unnecessary contact between two rigid bodies and simplifies the model. Secondly, 

the elastic period of the workpiece was ignored in DEFORM because of using a 

rigid-plastic body. Compared with the plastic period, the elastic period only occupied 

a small portion of the deformation process. Therefore, the elastic period influenced 
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the whole forging force slightly.  

An axis-symmetric model was created for all forging processes. For each process, 

5000 elements were generated on the workpiece. Thanks to the automatic re-meshing 

system in DEFORM, the mesh in the component was recreated when it became 

unstable or met the remeshing criteria. However, it introduced a side-effect which 

was volume lost. Therefore, volume control was used to maintain a constant volume 

of the workpiece. During the simulations, only the punch is moveable and other tool 

parts are fixed in multistep forging. In injection forging, the punch moves with die 

insert together with the same velocity, and the ejection pin keeps stable. 

In this study, DEFORM carried the simulation of grain flow during the forging 

process. With observation of flow line distribution, some mechanical properties, such 

as tensile strength and shear strength, can be evaluated. Specifically, it shows high 

tensile strength and low shear strength in the parallel direction of the grain flow line. 

Instead, in the vertical direction, it presents low tensile strength and high shear 

strength. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3-5: FE model in DEFORM: (a) injection forging, (b) multistep forging.  
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Table 3-4: Mesh types and number of elements for each part in ABAQUS. 

Multistep Forging (Step 1) 

Description Billet Base Plate Case 
First Die 

Insert 

First Shrink 

Ring 

Second Die 

Insert 

Second 

Shrink Ring 

Third Die 

Insert 

Third Shrink 

Ring 
Die Case 

Mesh Type CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R 

Number of 

Elements 
32186 356 700 279 179 647 220 410 221 700 

Multistep Forging (Step 2) 

Description Billet Base Plate First Die Insert Second Die Insert Die Case Shrink Ring 

Mesh Type CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R 

Number of elements 32186 356 165 472 311 585 

Multistep Forging (Step 3) 

Description Billet Base Plate First Die Insert Second Die Insert Die Case Shrink Ring 

Mesh Type CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R 

Number of elements 32186 442 224 707 350 198 

Injection Forging 

Description Billet Die Insert 1 Die Insert 2 Shrink Ring 

Mesh Type CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R CAX4R 

Number of elements 12660 1704 1160 1900 
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3.3.3    Analysis Procedures 

Because there were three forging stages in multistep forging, transferring results of a 

workpiece such as stress/strain distribution and component dimension from step to 

step were important for simulation accuracy. ABAQUS provided a function called 

“predefined field” which introduced the data from the previous model to the next 

model as an initial condition. Meanwhile, it was used to define pre-stressing in tools 

in ABAQUS/Explicit based on results from ABAQUS/Standard. The process of 

transferring in ABAQUS is shown in Fig. 3-6. In DEFORM, the data transfer was 

finished by the software automatically. 

To compare the forging forces, the results of the forging forces were extracted from 

ABAQUS and DEFORM to OriginPro to do the post analysis. Based on the 

maximum forming force, the punch deflection in axial direction was estimated. In 

this study, the tool stresses focused on die inserts which were core parts of forging 

tools. Some important parameters, such as axis stress S22, hoop stress S33, mean 

stress, etc. were compared to evaluate the stress condition. To make the tool stress 

computation more accurate, a “submodel” was used in simulations. The 

“submodelling” involves use of a global model and a submodel or multi-submodels. 

In this study, the global model included the whole model of the forming process 

based on which the forming simulation was conducted. However, the submodel only 

contained the forging tools with a finer mesh in this study. In the submodel, the 

boundary conditon was same with that in the global model. Through extracting the 

loads and conditions at the boundary on the tools (submodel) from the global model, 

a more accurate calculation of the tool stresses and strains could be carried out.  

In comparison of component accuracy, the forging process was divided into two 

phases, as shown below: 

 At the end of loading, in this stage, the component was constrained by tools. 

Therefore, the tool deflection could be reflected by the component dimension 

errors.  

 After loading and removing the contact between tools and workpiece, it is 

intended to analyse the springback of components.  
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In ABAQUS/Explicit, it was difficult to simulate the springback because of the 

dynamic effect. In other words, the existence of inertia energy makes the component 

unstable during the springback simulation. It brings distortive simulation results. 

Even though using viscous pressure can damp out the dynamic effect in the explicit 

module, selecting a suitable pressure is tricky. Therefore, the springback analysis was 

finished in the standard module via results transferring. In standard module, the 

initial out of balance dynamic effect was removed by software. The result of 

component accuracy was analysed on the 2D profile. The dimension errors,  𝒆𝒅 

(refers to Fig. 3-7) represented the forging accuracy for the forging processes. The 

dimension errors concentrated on the radial dimensions of components, which were 

bolt head diameter D and rod diameter d. 

 

Fig. 3-6: Schematic illustration of the simulation process in ABAQUS. 
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Fig. 3-7: Two critical parameters, D and d,  for forging accurate and the dimension errors ed.   

3.4   Results and Discussion 

3.4.1    Comparison on the Forging Force  

Some FE simulations results are shown in Table 3-5. Fig. 3-8, Fig. 3-9, Fig. 3-10 and 

Fig. 3-11 indicate the force prediction for multistep forging step 1, step 2, step 3 and 

injection forging, respectively. From the comparison of the force-stroke curves, both 

simulations software shows a good agreement, except the following two differences:  

 The initial stage of force growth in step 2 and step 3. In ABAQUS, due to the 

springback of components, the diameter of component is larger than the size of 

die chamber. The force, therefore, is introduced when the workpiece begins to 

enter into the die chamber. However, the workpiece in DEFORM is unable to 

perform the process of springback due to limitations of the FE codes. In this 

situation, the rod part of the workpiece will not touch with the die surface until it 

contacts with the ejection pin to deform. Thus, the force remains zero in the 

initial stage of step 2 and step 3.  

 More stroke is required to fill up the die chamber in ABAQUS as results of tool 

deflection. It takes place in simulating of injection forging and multistep forging. 

The amount of extra stroke may reflect the magnitude of tool stress and tool 

deflection indirectly. It may suggest that the tool experiences high stresses and 

deflection in the process with highly extra stroke. However, in step 3, the stroke 

in ABAQUS is less than that in DEFORM. It casued by several reasons. Firstly, 
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the tool stresses in this step are small which is shown in the following subsection 

about tool stress. It makes the tool deflection in step 3 small. Secondly, as 

mentioned before, due to springback, the initial diameter of components in 

section d is larger than that of the die insert. In other words, the metal forming 

starts at the beginning of the stroke, whereas it does not happen in DEFORM. 

The combination of two factors makes the process finish earlier in ABAQUS 

than DEFORM.   

In view of the maximum forging force, there is no doubt that the injection forging, as 

one step forging, requires the highest force. It may bring the high-stress amplitude 

and tool deflection in the tools, resulting in a potential issue of forming accuracy. 

Besides the highest load, the force changes more frequently in the injection forging 

than that in the multistep forging. It adversely influences the lifespan of the tools, 

and it could be an issue for injection forging in high volume production. In the view 

of tool deflection in axial direction, the punch is shorten around 1 mm, while the 

maximum value in multistep forging is 0.8 mm in step 3. The injection forging shows 

advantages over traditional forging process when comparing forging energy. When 

considering some extra energy, e.g. transferring the workpiece between forging 

stages, this advantage becomes more obvious. Thus it appears that the injection 

forging can help industry to save the energy cost during forging.  

Table 3-5: The comparison of forging force, forging energy and extra stroke for multistep forging and 

injection forging. 

Process 

Multistep 

Forging 

(stage 1) 

Multistep 

Forging 

(stage 2) 

Multistep 

Forging 

(stage 3) 

Injection 

Forging 

ABAQUS Max. Force (kN) 205.322 231.754 185.837 240.346 

DEFORM Max. Force (kN) 207.916 229.920 182.928 270.864 

Forging Energy (kJ) 

1290 517 748 

2280 

Total Energy = 2555 

Extra Stroke (mm) 0.440 0.255 - 0.515 

Punch Deflection in Axial 

Direction (mm) 
0.439 0.015 0.847 1.110 
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Fig. 3-8: The force-stroke curve obtained from DEFORM and ABAQUS simulations for multistep 

forging step 1.  

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3-9: The force-stroke curve obtained from DEFORM and ABAQUS simulations for multistep 

forging step 2. 
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Fig. 3-10: The force-stroke curve obtained from DEFORM and ABAQUS simulations for multistep 

forging step 3. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-11: The force-stroke curve obtained from DEFORM and ABAQUS simulations for injection 

forging. 
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3.4.2    Comparison of the Tool Stresses 

Fig. 3-12 to Fig. 3-15 show the different kinds of the maximum stress for forging 

processes. In the multistep forging, step 2 has the maximum forging force (refers to 

Table 3-5). However, the maximum effective stress in step 2 is small which is close 

to the level of pre-stressing. It is because the main forming method is upsetting in 

step 2. In this way, the main deformation is almost completed before the workpiece 

touches the die insert. Therefore, the die insert sustains a small forming pressure. The 

same situation happens in step 3. In contrast, in step 1, the workpiece contacts with 

the die insert at the beginning of forging. It introduces extremely high stresses to the 

die insert, especially in the second die insert. It may indicate that step 1 is the most 

critical step in multistep forging. It is not only in the effective stress but also in the 

mean stress, hoop stress and axial stress. These stresses express as high level of 

tensile stresses instead of compressive stress. With increasing of forging cycling, it is 

believed that the fatigue crack may grow in step 1 before the other two steps. 

Compared with the multistep forging, the die insert experiences the highest effective 

stress in injection forging, and the position of stress concentration is different. The 

stress only focuses on the bottom part of the die insert instead of other positions. This 

is because the different material flow approaches. In injection forging, the material in 

the bottom part of workpiece does not attend the severe forming in the axial 

direction. Only a small amount of radial material flow takes place in this area. After 

the workpiece contacts the die insert surface, the “dead” material has no space to 

flow. With the continuous forming process, the increasing force applies on the die 

insert which creates the stress concentration area. Besides the effective stress, the 

positive hoop stress and axial stress also reflect potential issues about tool stresses in 

injection forging. Because the pre-stressing has a significant influence on the stress, 

it suggests that injection forging requires more stiffness in die design.  
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 3-12: Effective stress (MPa) distribution in die inserts: (a) step 1, (b) step 2, (c) step 3, (d) 

injection forging. 
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 3-13: Mean stress (unit) distribution in die inset: (a) step 1, (b) step 2, (c) step 3, (d) injection 

forging.  
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 3-14: Maximum axial stress (MPa) distribution in die inserts: (a) step 1, (b) step 2, (c) step 3, (d) 

injection forging.  
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 3-15: Maximum hoop stress (MPa) distribution in die inserts: (a) step 1, (b) step 2, (c) step 3, (d) 

injection forging. 
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3.4.3    Comparison of the Component Dimensional Accuracy 

The component dimensions in section D, and d for multistep forging are presented 

from Fig. 3-16 to Fig. 3-21. The same parameters are analysed in injection forging, 

are shown in Fig. 3-22 and Fig. 3-23. Some critical positions for folding are 

highlighted in these figures. The comparison of injection forging and multistep 

forging in component accuracy are shown in Fig. 3-24 and Fig. 3-25.  

 

Fig. 3-16: 2D profile before and after springback in section D for forging step 1. 

 

 

Fig. 3-17: 2D profile before and after springback in section d for forging step 1.  
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Fig. 3-18: 2D profile before and after springback in section D for forging step 2.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3- 19: 2D profile before and after springback in section d for forging step 2.  
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Fig. 3-20: 2D profile before and after springback in section D for forging step 3. 

 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3-21: 2D profile before and after springback in section d for forging step 3.  
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Fig. 3-22: 2D profile before and after springback in section D for injection forging. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-23: 2D profile before and after springback in section d for injection forging.  
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Fig. 3-24: 2D profile after springback in section D for injection forging and multistep forging.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-25: 2D profile after springback in section d for injection forging and multistep forging. 
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As can be seen from these figures, the final dimensions in section d and D exceed the 

targeted value for multistep forging and injection forging. After removing contact 

between tools and workpiece, the springback contributes to increase of dimension 

errors for most components, except the rod diameter in step 1. This is caused by the 

die insert design in the forging process. Referring to Fig. 3-26, in order to reduce the 

friction force, a die land L is employed at the exit of extrusion. After the material 

passed the L, the springback has already begun to take place in section d. Therefore, 

when the component is not constrained by tools, the mean diameter error �̅� is unable 

to increase further but is reduced slightly.  

 

Fig. 3-26: Die insert design in forging step 1. 

On the other hand, due to the different degrees of springback, it intensifies 

underlying folding risk for the subsequent forging process which is shown in the 

figures as critical positions. A typical example is presented in step 1 which the 

bottom dimension in section d has a big change after springback. Due to the 

maximum dimension of the component being larger than the chamber diameter in 

step 2, the protruding part is easy to cover other places during the extrusion in the 

following step. In addition to springback, some critical positions grow in-process, 

e.g. the critical part in section D of step 2. It suggests that some optimisation works 

should be conducted in step 2 to prevent this defect. It is noticeable that these 

problems are not obvious for injection forging in section D and d. It is because of 

different approaches of material flow.  

Based on the magnitude of errors shown in the figures, the mean errors �̅�𝑫 and �̅�𝒅  
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are used in the Table 3-6 to evaluate component accuracy. Step 1 introduces the 

maximum errors in multistep forging to the component. Subsequently, the dimension 

errors reduce gradually from step 1 to step 3, especially in section d. It may suggest 

that using multistep forging can improve the forging accuracy from step to step. In 

comparison with injection forging, the multistep forging shows an advantage over the 

injection forging. Due to the deformation being finished in one step for injection 

forging, it cannot be avoided that tool stresses stay at a high level. The high tool 

stresses turn into increasing dimension errors. Hence, depending on the requirement 

of dimension accuracy, it should be carefully considered in injection forgings.   

Table 3-6: Comparison of the component accuracy for multistep forging and injection forging. 

Process 

Multistep 

forging 

(step 1) 

Multistep 

forging 

(step 2) 

Multistep 

forging 

(step 3) 

Injection 

Forging 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝐷 

(mm) 

Before Springback 0.020 0.014 0.014 0.017 

After Springback 0.039 0.027 0.032 0.038 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝑑 

(mm) 

Before Springback 0.014 0.009 0.006 0.028 

After Springback 0.013 0.013 0.006 0.057 

 

3.4.4    Comparison of the Grain Flow Lines 

Fig. 3-27 shows the prediction of grain flow line in two kinds of process. In practice, 

the bolt mainly resists the force in two directions. One is in the axial direction which 

is tensile stress, and another is shear stress in the horizontal direction. According to 

the results, the component from injection forging and multistep forging show the 

same flow lines in the rod part. Therefore, the mechanical behaviour in the rod part 

for the two processes is comparable. Considering the head part of the bolt, the 

component from multistep forging shows better tensile strength but lower shear 

strength. Additional, due to the metal flow approach in injection forging, the flow 

line in position A of the component is horizontal (refer to Fig. 3-27 (b)). Therefore, it 

may suggest that A is a critical position to break if the tensile stress exists.  
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(a) 

                                                                

(b) 

Fig. 3-27: Grain flow line prediction: (a) multistep forging, (b) injection forging. 

3.5   Summary 

In order to compare injection forging with multistep forging in automotive fasteners 

production, axis-symmetrical models were applied in ABAQUS and DEFORM. The 

forging behaviours, including forging force, component accuracy, tool stresses and 

grain flow line were analysed. Some results from the simulations can be concluded 

as: 

1) Because the large deformation ratio in injection forging, it shows the highest 

forging force in forging processes. It may bring some issues for the tool life 

and forming accuracy. However, it is noticeable that the energy requirement 

of injection forging is less than the traditional process. Especially when other 

energy consumption such as transferring work and tool-making is taken into 

consideration, this advantage becomes more evident. 
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2) In the comparison of forming errors, the multistep forging shows better 

behaviour than injection forging. With increasing of forging steps, the 

dimension errors reduce gradually. As for injection forging, the large force 

brings high deflection and severe stresses. It causes the higher dimensional 

errors in injection forging than that in multistep forging. Therefore, when the 

dimensional clearance is very small for components, the multistep forging is 

a good option. Additionally, more stiffness in the tool design should be 

applied to overcome high tool stresses in the axial direction and hoop 

direction for injection forging.  

3) Due to the metal flow and springback, the underlying fold is an issue for 

multistep forging. Most fold risks are introduced after component springback, 

while some fold risk grows in-process. The position of folding could be a 

critical part for cracking when fasteners are used in practice. However, the 

folding risk is not evident for injection forging in section D and d, according 

to the simulation results.  

4) In view of multistep forging, forging step 1 is the most critical step. It 

generates positive axial stress, mean stress and hoop stress which increases 

the risk of tool failure. Therefore, some optimisation works should be carried 

out for this step.  

5) As for the grain flow, the multistep forging brings better flow line 

distribution. It shows as a mild flow line with less bending which is beneficial 

to component properties. It may suggest that the multistep forging introduces 

tougher tensile strength and shear strength to components than injection 

forging does.  
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Chapter 4 
 

Experiment, Manufacturing Trials and Model Validation 

 

4.1       Introduction 

The forging force, tool stress, forming accuracy and grain flow line of injection 

forging process have already been analysed with ABAQUS and DEFORM in chapter 

3. In this chapter, the forging experiment was conducted on a hydraulic press 

machine. ISO 100 forging oil, ISO 68 forging oil and MoS22 grease, were tested in 

the experiment to find the optimal lubricant for injection forging process. The forging 

force was monitored by a load cell during the process. Three important parameters 

such as component accuracy, hardness distribution and grain flow line, were 

examined to evaluate the fasteners behaviours. 

Moreover, a manufacturing testing was carried out in industry to examine the 

feasibility of injection forging in the industrial environment. Trials were undertaken 

in a high-speed forging machine, based on which the issues relating to the practical 

deployment of injection forging were identified. Finally, the results from experiments 

and FE simulations were compared. Depending on the experimental and 

manufacturing trials, the accuracy of the FE model was assessed and improvements 

to the model was considered. 

4.2       Tool, Materials and Equipment for Experiments 

4.2.1    Tool Design  

As shown in Fig. 4-1, the forging experimental setup consists of three main parts 

which are the force-measurement device (part 1), top die (part 2) and bottom die 

(part 3).  

Fig. 4-2 shows the exploded view of part 1, including ten components. The load cell 

is the core component in this design, which is secured by two clamp plates with a 

bearing surface. Double-screw bolts connect the two clamp plates. To prevent the 
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load cell slipping off the bearing surface, an inner ring (hollow cylinder) is used to 

constrain its radial motion. On the interface between load cell and plates, two 

insulating washers block the interference from the plates. Meanwhile, this avoids the 

electrochemical reaction as a result of the long-term contact between the load cell 

case and plates. It ensures that the load cell works in a stable environment.  

 

Fig. 4-1: The illustration of experimental setup. 

 

Fig. 4-2: The exploded drawing of force-measurement device. 
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Refer to Fig. 4-3, an adaptor is used in the top die design. This prevents the forging 

force concentrating on the double-screw bolt (in part 1) which causes measurement 

errors. Two cushion blocks secure the punch in the right position. In order to take the 

final production out from the top die after forging, three small ejection pins are put 

into the corresponding holes which are located on two blocks. Through pushing these 

pins, the sleeve can move along the channel in the top die case. In this way, the 

component can be ejected by the sleeve.  

 

Fig. 4-3: The exploded drawing of top die.  

Part 3 plays an important role in the experiment, seen in Fig. 4-4. The position of die 

splitting and the interference design refers to the approach in Chapter 3. A floating 

die design is adopted to realise the injection forging in experiments. The die spring 

acts as an absorber with a good stiffness. With the help of a spring, the bottom die 

insert and shrink ring are able to move with the top die together to form the 

workpiece and return to the initial position by the spring force. For the ejection pin, it 

provides two functions. Besides ejecting the component out of the bottom die after 

forging, it supports the billet during forging. Finally regarding material cost and 

replacement, the fixture for the bottom die is divided into several parts, including 

clamp plate, base plate and fixing cylinder.   
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Fig. 4-4: The exploded drawing of the bottom die. 

In this setup, the part 1 and part 3 are fixed on the top work platform and bottom 

work platform by bolts, respectively. Part 2 is mounted on part 3 via a connection 

between the shrink ring and top die case, seen in Fig. 4-1. The whole experimental 

setup in the hydraulic press machine is shown in Fig. 4-5. The detail dimensions of 

some important tools can be found in Appendix C.  

 

Fig. 4-5: The experimental setup in a hydraulic press machine. 
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4.2.2    Specimen/Material Preparation 

In this experiment, the specimen was cut from a branch of wire rod which was made 

of AISI 1010. Before machining, it was necessary to carry out some pre-treatments 

such as wire drawing and phosphating on the raw material. It was intended to modify 

the rod diameter and improve the behaviour of holding lubricant. Usually, the initial 

radius of wire rod could not reach the requirement. Hence, a rough drawing was 

carried out which made the wire radius close to the designed value.   

After this, a conversion coating was introduced to the material surface by the 

phosphating process. In this process, the material was put into a pickling bath to 

remove the oxide film on the material surface firstly. The second stage was rinsing 

which washed away the residual particles, sundries or grease on the surface. After 

acid pickling, the metal surface became rough which weakened the effect of 

phosphate coating. Surface adjustment therefore, was employed to refine the surface 

condition. It also brought another benefit which could reduce the process temperature 

of phosphating. Then the phosphate film was coated on the material surface. This 

kind of film enhanced the material flow during forging process and improved the 

friction condition between workpiece and tools. The last step was saponification that 

strengthened phosphate film further. 

When phosphating was finished, the finishing drawing was employed to obtain the 

accurate radius of the metal wire. Meanwhile, it also enhanced the mechanical 

properties of material to some extent.  

After pre-treatments, the metal wire was cut into pieces by trimming tools in the cold 

header. Because the end surface of the billet was uneven after trimming, it caused 

uneven metal flow in subsequently forging process. In order to avoid it happening, 

the last process, preform, was used to flatten the end surfaces of billet. Fig. 4-6 

shows the billet before/after preform process. The final dimensions of billet were 

10.10 mm × 51.6 mm. 
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Fig. 4-6: Comparison of workpiece end surface before/after preform process. 

4.2.3    Equipment 

The detailed information of equipment, containing the forging equipment and 

measurement equipment, is listed below. 

Vertical Hydraulic Press  

A 3000 kN vertical hydraulic press carried the whole forging process. Appendix D 

shows the main technical data of this machine.  

Load Cell and Data Acquisition (DAQ) System 

A load cell type, Kistler 9107A, with a measuring range of 0 – 700 kN, was 

employed to monitor the force during the forging. Before using the load cell, a 

suitable preloading was necessary. In the experiment, approximate 150 kN 

preloading was used according to the suggestion from Kistler Company. The detail 

of the preloading process is presented in Appendix E.  

An amplifier, Kistler 5073A111, was applied to enhance the output signal. The 

amplifying sign was fed into a Yanhua PCI-1710U card via connection card PCLD-

8710. The PCI card was responsible for collecting the signal and converting the 

analogue signal to digital. Labview was the terminal of DAQ system to analyse and 
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record the signal. For the whole measurement system, the sampling frequency was 

set as 1000 Hz.  

Calibration Equipment for Load Cell 

Since the load cell 9107A was uncalibrated, it must be calibrated after mounting. Fig. 

4-7 indicates the calibration system. In this system, MTS 810 material test machine 

was the reference machine. The maximum force for this test system was 300 kN. To 

be safe, the used maximum force was 250 kN which covered the measuring range in 

forging process. By comparing the reading from MTS 810 and the load cell, the 

calibration was completed in Labview. The result of calibration is shown in 

Appendix E.  

 

Fig. 4-7: Illustration of the load cell calibration system. 

Profilometer and Hardness Testing Machine  

Because the size of specimens was small, some minor but important dimensions of 

the component were difficult to measure. An example is the radii under the head 

which affects the practical application of bolt. Specifically, too small radii cause a 

stress concentration which breaks bolts, while too big radii mean that the components 

cannot be assembled. To measure these dimensions, the MITUTOYO profilometer 

was used. 

In order to find the hardness gradient in the component, the micro-hardness test 

machine, MITUTOYO HM-101, was used.  
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4.3       Experimental Procedures 

The experimental procedures have three stages, pre-measurement stage, forging stage 

and post-measurement stage, which are shown in Fig. 4-8. Each stage is described 

clearly below. 

 

Fig. 4-8: Flow diagram of experimental procedures. 

4.3.1    Pre-measurement  

In this stage, billets and tools were measured before forging to make sure they can 

meet the requirements. For the billets, around ten specimens were randomly selected, 

which occupied around 10% of total billets. Because the dimensions of the initial 

billet was nearly similar, the billet errors were evaluated by weight to simply the 

measurement procedures. Based on the same material, the weight for each billet 

should be the same when the volume was equal. The weight of the billet was scaled 

by electronic scale one by one. The results were listed in Appendix F.   

As for tools, the dimension may have a slight change after assembly, especially for 

some core parts involved interference fitting. Therefore, it was necessary to measure 

the tools after assembling. However, it was hard to measure the tools directly when 

most tools were enclosed in the die case. In this situation, paraffin is commonly used 

in factories. At room temperature, the paraffin is in a solid state and it turns into the 
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liquid state at 40 – 50 ℃. Moreover, the adhesion force between the paraffin and 

metal was small. In other words, it was easy to take the unbroken paraffin out from 

the die chamber. In this way, the detail size of tools could be obtained via measuring 

the paraffin. It works well for solid part. For the hollow part, the paraffin is easy to 

break in the process of taking out. Therefore, it is hard to measure the inner 

dimension by this method.  

4.3.2    Forging  

Before doing the forging, the billets and tools were washed by alcohol and dried by a 

blow gun until the surfaces were clean enough. As shown in Fig. 4-9, the injection 

forging process was conducted in four steps. At the beginning of forging, the billet, 

covered uniformly with lubricant, was placed into the die chamber of the bottom die. 

Secondly, the top die was secured by the “connection” on the bottom die. With the 

force from the top work platform, the top die pushed the bottom die insert to deform 

the billet. When the stroke achieved the set value, the top work platform returned to 

the original position. In the meantime, the spring force supported the bottom die 

insert back to its initial position. Then the ejection pins on the bottom die knocked 

the workpiece out from the die chamber, whereas the punch still was embraced by 

the workpiece. Therefore, the adaptor was taken away from top die, and three 

ejection pins were placed to get the workpiece.  

Three lubricants, ISO VG 100 forging oil, ISO VG 68 forging oil and MoS2 grease, 

were employed in the forging process. Among them, ISO VG 100 forging oil is a 

widely used lubricant in the factory. It is made of relatively highly viscous chlorine, 

active sulphur additives and refined mineral oil, which show good performance in 

forming of alloy steel. For ISO VG 68 forging oil, it is based on refined mineral oil 

with contains fatty and special oiliness additives. MoS2 grease, which is commonly 

used in industry, was tested in this experiment. In this experiment, all forging oil was 

produced by LOCKS OIL and the MoS2 grease was made by MOLYKOTE. For each 

group of lubricant, there were six workpieces. After one group test was finished, 

tools were cleaned by alcohol again. In this way, no previous lubricant existed in 

tools to affect the following test. 
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Fig. 4-9: Illustration of injection forging process.  

4.3.3    Post-measurement  

After forging, three post-measurements were conducted on the components, 

including component form-accuracy measurement, hardness test and grain flow 

analysis.  

4.3.3.1 Measurement 

In this study, 18 pieces of specimens were measured concerning component 

accuracy. The measurement focused on five key parameters of the component, which 

covered bolt head diameter D, bolt rod diameter d1, bore diameter d2, and transition 

radius R and radius under the head r. In the parameters, D and d1 were measured 

from position 1 to 4 and 5 to 8 (refer to Fig. 4-10) respectively by a micrometer. Bore 

diameter d2 was examined from position 9 to 12 by vernier calliper. R and r were 
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detected by contour graph.  

  

Fig. 4-10: The key parameters in the workpiece and the explanation of measurement positions.  

4.3.3.2 Micro-hardness Test 

In order to satisfy the demands of specimens for a micro-hardness test, the specimen 

required some pre-treatments. Firstly, since the original size of the specimen was too 

big for a micro-hardness test, the redundant rod was removed. Then, the residual part 

was cut through the middle section. Subsequently, the part with a better cutting 

surface was used to do the rough grinding. Before doing the fine grinding and 

polishing, a thermoplastic was employed for mounting the specimen. The last step 

was surface cleaning. The finished specimen was presented in Fig. 4-11. This process 

references to ASTM E3-11 2011 [172].  

 

Fig. 4-11: Mounted specimen for hardness test.  
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To save the test time, the micro-hardness test was conducted on a half of the 

specimen based on the centre line. As can be seen from Fig. 4-12, the specimen was 

tested on ten rows from top to bottom. On the first four rows, there were six 

indentations for each row, and it increased to ten for last six rows. The test force was 

2,942 N. The hardness of raw material was approximately 172 HV. Under the force, 

the mean diagonal of indentation was 0.0568 mm based on [173].  

According to [174], each centre of adjacent indentation should keep a safety distance 

which the minimum value was three times the mean diagonal length of indentation. 

In addition, to avoid the influence of specimen boundary on the hardness test, the 

first/last indentation for each row had 2.5 times the mean diagonal length of 

indentation away from the edge of the test piece. In the practical test, these values 

were 0.25 mm and 0.15 mm, respectively.  

 

Fig. 4-12: The illustration of indenting positions.  

4.3.3.3 Grain Flow Analysis 

The specimen for grain flow analysis also needed some preparation. However, unlike 

doing the hardness test, the specimen did not need mounting, fine grinding and 

polishing. So after rough grinding, the washed specimen was put into the hot 

hydrochloric acid solution (50% hydrochloric acid and 50% water) around fifteen 
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minutes [175]. After the specified time, the corrosive specimen needed to be washed 

by hot water and cleaned by brush. In this way, the smut, which interfered with the 

following observation, was able to be removed.  

4.4       Manufacturing Trials 

To test the injection forging in volume-production, the manufacturing try-out was 

carried in Ritai Auto Standard Component Co, LTD. In this test, the forging tools 

were mounted on the FORMAX 2000 cold header, seen in Fig. 4-13. This machine 

can process wire diameter up to 14.8 mm, and the peak forging force is 1,200 kN.  

The workpiece was cut by the trimming tools in the cold header and transferred to 

the die by the transfer finger. ISO 100 forging oil was used as a lubricant. Three 

forging speed conditions, 80 strokes per minute (SPM), 100 SPM and 120 SPM, 

were adopted. The force curve was monitored by the built-in transducers. The 

transducers could measure the forging force and cam angle in-process.  

 

Fig. 4-13: The forging tools in the cold header.  
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4.5       Results and Discussion 

4.5.1    Forging Force 

Fig. 4-14 shows the force-time curve for injection forging which is carried out on 

hydraulic press with ISO 100 forging oil, MoS2 grease and ISO 68 forging oil. 

According to results, the whole forging force curve is divided into four stages. In the 

early stage of period A, the force increases slowly to overcome the spring force from 

bottom die. When the punch contacts with the workpiece, the force ascends rapidly 

because of the elastic deformation of workpiece. In period B, this deformation turns 

into plastic deformation, and the force rises gently because of work hardening of 

workpiece materials. Subsequently, the flowing material is stopped by the die insert 

which contributes to the growing force significantly. In the latter stage of period C, 

the force is sufficient for metal flow so that it remains stable. In the final period, the 

flowing metal is blocked by a sleeve which brings the force to the peak point. 

In the comparison of lubricants, the force curves from ISO 68 and ISO 100 show a 

similar trend. As for MoS2, it can be seen that the repeatability of the force from 

specimen No.1 to No. 6 is not very high. Two reasons could cause it. Firstly, it is 

hard to keep the amount of grease applied on the workpiece surface to be the same 

for each workpiece. The workpiece with more lubricant requires relatively low 

forging force, while the workpiece with less lubricant led to a high forging-force. 

Secondly, for each specimen, it is difficult to apply the grease onto the surface 

smoothly, which resulted in an uneven grease distribution. As a consequence, it 

shows some differences of the forging forces among different samples.   

As for force reduction, the ISO 68 shows the best behaviour which means the 

maximum value keeps below 200 kN. For MoS2, it is evident that the increased ratio 

in stage B and C is quicker than ISO 68 does. Finally the peak force exceeds 210 kN 

for all specimens.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 4-14: Force-time curve: (a) ISO 1000 forging oil, (b) MoS2 grease, (c) ISO 68 forging oil 
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4.5.2    Component Dimensional Accuracy 

In this study, five key parameters were examined for specimens (refer to Fig. 4-15) 

concerning rod diameter, radii under the head and head dimension. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 4-15: Specimens produced by: (a) ISO 100 forging oil, (b) MoS2 grease, (c) ISO 68 forging oil. 

Rod diameter  

Fig. 4-16, Fig. 4-17 and Fig. 4-18 present the profile graph of rod diameter d1 for ISO 

100, ISO 68 and MoS2 respectively. For most specimens, the rod diameter unevenly 

distributes around the designed dimension (10.2 mm) after forging. The maximum 

dimension concentrates on the top end of the rod where it is adjacent to the transition 

area. Then the dimension reduces to the minimum value along the rod. Lastly, the 

dimension increases again in the bottom of the workpiece. In most positions of the 
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rod, the diameter is less than the designed value. This may be caused by lack of oil 

outlet in the die chamber. Due to using a vertical forging process, the lubrication oil 

is concentrated at the bottom part of the die chamber and it is hard to clear. 

Therefore, with the increasing forging cycles, this issue could become more severe. It 

stops the forging process early and means the component dimension cannot reach the 

targeted one. Nevertheless this issue is addressed at the end section of the rod. The 

existing clearance between the die chamber and the ejection pin could act as an oil 

outlet under a high pressure. The extra lubricant can be ejected out through this oil 

outlet. Therefore, at the end-section of the workpiece, the dimension reaches nearly 

the targeted dimension. Comparing to the forging oil, the MoS2 grease shows better 

lubrication behaviour. This is because the grease will not gather at the bottom part of 

the die chamber to stop the forming process unexpectedly.  

 

Fig. 4-16: The rod dimension errors with using ISO 100 forging oil.  
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Fig. 4-17: The rod dimension errors with using ISO 68 forging oil.  

 

 

Fig. 4-18: The rod dimension errors with using MoS2 grease.  

Radii under the head 

Table 4-1 shows the radii under the head with different lubricants. The detail graphs 

for these data are presented in Appendix G. As can be seen from the table, for most 

specimens, r bulges to more than 0.6 mm after forging, except for a few specimens. 

However, for R, all specimens are far less than the designed dimension. The unfilled 

space is known as a dead-metal zone which is caused by a velocity gradient. Because 
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there is friction existing between billet and tools, the material in peripheral zones is 

restricted at the billet/die interface. It creates the velocity gradient where the material 

in the centre flows at a higher speed and a low speed near the billet surface. With 

increasing of forging cycles from item 1 to item 6, it is found that dead-metal zone is 

reduced. It is caused the increasing lubricant is introduced into the die chamber with 

the forging cycles. These extra lubricant can improve the friction condition which 

reduces the velocity gradient. It makes the dimension R increases with the item 

number.  

Table 4-1: Radii under the head measured from experiments.  

Item ISO 100-1 ISO 100-2 ISO 100-3 ISO 100-4 ISO 100-5 ISO 100-6 

R (mm) 3.724 3.972 4.026 4.063 4.314 4.541 

r (mm) 0.605 0.605 0.621 0.646 0.603 0.535 

Item MoS2-1 MoS2-2 MoS2-3 MoS2-4 MoS2-5 MoS2-6 

R (mm) 3.818 4.518 4.481 5.004 4.436 4.506 

r (mm) 0.607 0.696 0.697 0.616 0.696 0.554 

Item ISO 68-1 ISO 68-2 ISO 68-3 ISO 68-4 ISO 68-5 ISO 68-6 

R (mm) 3.902 4.122 4.39 4.245 5.781 3.66 

r (mm) 0.626 0.605 0.53 0.667 0.694 0.581 

 

Head dimension 

In the head of the bolt, it has two key parameters, including the head diameter D and 

bore diameter d2. Fig. 4-19 to Fig. 4-21 and Fig. 4-22 to Fig. 4-24 present the mean 

head diameter �̅� and mean bore diameter 𝒅𝟐
̅̅̅̅ . As shown in the figures, �̅� and 𝒅𝟐

̅̅̅̅  do 

not reach the designed dimension. Because the oil prevents the forming in the rod 

section, more material flows to the top section of the die chamber. It increases the 

tool deflection at the top-section of die chamber when using forging oil as a 

lubricant. MoS2 grease shows slightly better behaviour in terms of achieving forming 

accuracy than other lubricants in the head diameter. The forming errors for ISO 100 

and ISO 68 are similar.  
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However, the extra material in the top section brings better forming accuracy in bore 

diameters. With using ISO 68, the mean bore diameters mostly are close to the 

targeted one. For MoS2, the errors of bore forming stays at the highest level which is 

around 0.06 mm.    

 

Fig. 4-19: Mean head diameter with using ISO 100 forging oil.  

 

 

Fig. 4-20: Mean head diameter with using ISO 68 forging oil.  
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Fig. 4-21: Mean head diameter with using MoS2 grease.  

 

 

Fig. 4-22: Mean bore diameter with using ISO 100 forging oil. 
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Fig. 4-23: Mean bore diameter with using ISO 68 forging oil.  

 

 

Fig. 4-24: Mean bore diameter with using MoS2 grease.  
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4.5.3    Grain Flow Line 

During the forging, some brittle inclusions in the material are orientated by the 

forging force. These inclusions display a flow line along the component forming 

direction after macro etching. In this test, the grain flow line of AISI 1010 is not very 

obvious, and only the flow line in the centre of the specimen is visible in Fig. 4-25. 

Three groups of specimens A (ISO 68), B (ISO 100), C (MoS2) were etched by 

muriatic acid solutions. As results, some components, like specimen 1, 3 and 5, show 

good grain flow line distribution which is basically symmetrical. In specimen 2, 4 

and 6, the flow line is disorganised, especially in specimen six which flow lines in 

centre present “S” shape. Therefore, it is believed the specimen 6 is easier to break 

than specimen 1 under the tensile force.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 4-25: Grain flow line under microscope: (a) ISO 68, (b) ISO 100, (c) MoS2. 

4.5.4    Hardness Test 

Fig. 4-26 shows the hardness distribution at the specimen after forging. The 

maximum hardness is located on part A which is caused by forming the bore. With 

part A as a centre, the hardness gradually reduces. In the process of reduction,  part 

B/C keeps relative high level. It implies that the plastic deformation in part B/C is 

severe. The minimum hardness focuses on the rod part of the component. It is close 

to the initial material hardness which is 88.5 HRB. It is because the material on the 

rod part, especially the material in the centre of the rod, does not participate in large 

plastic deformation. The low plastic deformation brings low work hardening that 

causes the slight hardness change. Therefore, through observation of hardness 

change, the strain distribution can be predicted in practice.  

 

Fig. 4-26: The contour of hardness on the workpiece.  
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4.5.5    Manufacturing Trials 

The manufacturing trials are carried out on cold header. Fig. 4-27 shows the forging 

force curve in low, medium and high forging speeds. As results show, with increasing 

forging speed, the force growth has a considerable improvement. In the highest 

speed, the peak force can reach around 280 kN. This large force creates a high 

ejection force which breaks the ejection pin in this test (refers to Fig. 4-28). 

Therefore, in high-speed production, more tough material is suggested for the 

ejection pin.  

In terms of component accuracy, because the forging process is carried out on a 

horizontal press machine, the lubricant oil is less likely to gather on the die chamber 

as a result of gravity. Meanwhile, the oil is easier to be ejected in the ejection 

process. This causes the mean dimension of components in section d to be more than 

the targeted dimension 10.2 mm after forging.  

Moreover, the high forging speed creates severe scratching on the component 

surface, seen in Fig. 4-29. Due to the large forging force, the shear stress between 

workpiece and die inserts stays at a high level. This shear stress breaks the adhesion 

force between the phosphate coating and the component surface. It is obvious when 

the forging speed is 120 SPM. The coating on the rod part is removed totally, and the 

substrate surface is scratched. With reducing the forging speed to 100 SPM, the 

coating remains on the top of rod part. However, in the bottom part, the coating is 

still damaged partially. It suggests that the bottom part undergoes more severe 

contact stress. This issue is solved in the low forging speed which coating covers the 

component well in the whole part. Compared with the rod part, the coating in the 

head part of component keeps well regardless of forging speed. It may indicate that 

the shear stress in this part is not severe.  

Because this component is an intermediate product of the process chain, it is better to 

keep the phosphate coating intact as much as possible in order to improve the friction 

condition for the following forging step. Therefore, in this coating condition, the 

forging speed in 120 SPM is not suitable for this forging process. Meanwhile, thicker 

and stronger phosphate coating is suggested to resist the high shear stress for high 

speed forging.   
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Fig. 4-27: The force-angle curve in different forging speed. 

 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4-28: Illustration of the damaged ejection pin in high speed forming. 
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Fig. 4-29: Illustration of starch on the component surface. 

4.6       Comparison of Experimental and FE Simulation Results 

Updating FE Models 

Based on the experiment tooling, some updates were employed in the FE model 

which is shown in Fig. 4-30. In the new model, there are some modifications 

including using some new parts, results output, and a boundary condition. 

 New parts. To make the simulation more close to the real production, a spring 

element is introduced to models. The stiffness of spring is 720N/mm, which 

references to the spring used in the production. To make the spring force 

uniformly distributed on the tools, two rigid parts are used in the model.  

 Boundary condition. Because the velocity of the hydraulic press cannot reach 

45mm/s (refers to Table 3-3), the corresponding value in FE simulation has to 

be reduced to an average value of 8 mm/s which based on the hydrualic press.  

 Result output. Due to the lack of a stroke transducer in the hydraulic press, 

the forging force curve is recreated which depends on time.  
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Fig. 4-30: Modification FE models based on the forging experiment. 

Because the coefficient of friction used in FE simulation is based on ISO 100 forging 

oil, the following comparison adopts the experimental results of ISO 100 forging oil.   

Comparison of the Forging Force 

Based on simulation results, the comparison of force is presented in Fig. 4-31. With 

comparing the forging force, the simulations and experiments show good agreement 

in force growth tendency. However, in view of force magnitude, the estimated value 

of simulation is slightly large. In DEFORM, the maximum force is 257 kN, and it is 

238 kN in ABAQUS, which exceeds around 18% to 28 % of the experiment results, 

respectively. It may be caused by the material model used in FE modelling as well as 

the meshing scheme and definition of boundary conditions, etc.  
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Fig. 4-31: Comparison of forging force between experiment and simulations. 

Strain vs. Hardness 

Fig. 4-32 (a) shows the effective plastic strain on the specimen in ABAQUS. 

Comparing the strain with hardness (refers to Fig. 4-26), the distribution is similar. 

The location of high strain, A1, B1 and C1 corresponds to that of high hardness A, B 

and C. The same results are presented in DEFORM in Fig. 4-32 (b). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 4-32: Effective strain distribution on the workpiece: (a) ABAQUS, (b) DEFORM. 

Grain Flow line vs. Flow Net Prediction 

Fig. 4-33 shows the grain flow line in the component at the end of forging. 
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According to the results, the centre line is almost straight during the forging process. 

The flow line on either side of the centre line remains symmetrical, as shown in Fig. 

4-33. However, in the experiment, the centre line is bending, and the symmetrical 

characteristic is unsatisfactory. It may be caused by the uneven end surface of the 

initial specimen. Although the specimen is preformed, the end surface still cannot 

achieve an ideal condition. On the other hand, the tool assembly and stiffness 

possibly are reasons for uneven grain flow. 

  

Fig. 4-33: Flow net prediction of the component in DEFORM. 

Comparison of the Forming-Errors 

Three dimensions are compared in order to evaluate the reliability of the simulation 

results. As shown in Table 4-2, in the prediction of dimension in section D, d1 and d2, 

experimental and simulation results show a good agreement. Generally speaking, the 

dimensions from the FE simulation are slightly larger than experimental results. 

Table 4-2: Comparison of the results of component dimensions based on experiments and simulations.  

Item FE simulation Experiment Error 

Mean Dia. �̅� (mm) 15.470 15.420 0.050 

Mean Dia.𝒅𝟏
̅̅̅̅  (mm) 10.304 10.189 0.115 

Mean Dia. 𝒅𝟐
̅̅̅̅  (mm) 9.32 9.250 0.07 
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4.6       Improvement of FE Modelling 

Based on the comparison with experiments and FE models, the limitations of 

simulations are found out, and some improvements are proposed. 

Issues relating to heat generation during forming 

In cold forging process, the temperature of the workpiece can reach a relatively high 

value because of the heat energy during the forming. Therefore, the temperature is 

also a critical issue which may affect the forming errors. However, in the current FE 

model, the thermal problem is not taken into consideration. This will cause some 

errors in the prediction of component size. Therefore, it is suggested to use the model 

with thermal module to replace the current one. 

Limitations of the Axis-Symmetric Model  

Because using an axis-symmetric model, some issues cannot be covered. For 

example, the geometry of the workpiece in practical forging is not perfect. Usually, 

some initial billets have an uneven end surface. This uneven end surface will 

influence the metal flow which in turn changes the final component quality. 

However, the axis-symmetric model cannot show this influence. Therefore, a 3D 

model can be used to investigate the influence of initial workpiece geometry in order 

to overcome this drawback. 

Meshing and ALE Adaptive Meshing 

In view of the workpiece, the bottom part of mesh does not participate in the severe 

forming. In other words, the bottom part is not the concerned position compared with 

other positions. Therefore, the mesh can be coarser than elsewhere. Additionally, as 

the mesh distortion in the bottom part is slight it can be ignored, it is unnecessary to 

use ALE adaptive mesh in this part to extend the computation time. 

The Material Model 

The material model is important when running a FE simulation. The used material 

model only considered the influence of the strain on the flow stress, while the strain 

rate was ignored. This issue is not obivous in slow forging process, whereas it is 
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important in high-speed forging. Therefore, a comprehensive material model should 

be employed.  

4.7       Summary 

In this chapter, the injection forging of fasteners was tested in a hydraulic pressure 

machine and a cold header. Some results like the forging force, dimensional errors, 

hardness distribution and grain flow line were analysed based on different lubricants. 

For forging force, the ISO 68 and ISO 100 presents better behaviour of force 

reduction. It also provides good force repeatability during the multi-cycle forging. It 

is, however, unstable with using MoS2 grease because of the uneven covering on the 

workpiece surface. It may suggest that the MoS2 grease is a worse choice than 

forging oil.  

However, the forging with MoS2 shows better forming accuracy in most positions of 

the component, except the bore diameter. Because there is no oil outlet in the die 

chamber, the gathering oil blocks the forming progress. It causes the relatively low 

forming accuracy when using forging oil as lubricants. However, in practice, the 

forging direction is horizontal which can resolve the problem. It is because the oil 

will not gather at the bottom part of die chamber because of gravity. Meanwhile, in 

the ejection process, the oil is easy to push out by the ejection pin. It has already been 

proved in manufacturing trials. On the other hand, the grain flow line is disorganised 

with using MoS2. It makes the fastener easy to fail in application. Considering the 

behaviour of force reduction and grain flow line, the ISO 68 may be more suitable.  

In the manufacturing try-out, three forging speed conditions were tested. It was found 

that the increasing forging speed enhanced the forming force. The increasing forging 

force introduces two issues. Firstly, when the forging speed reaches around 120 

SPM, the severe stress breaks the ejection pin. Secondly, the high forging force 

damages the phosphate coating in the component, especially in 120 SPM. Therefore, 

it may suggest that the ejection pin needs to adopt tougher material. In the meantime, 

a thicker and stronger coating should be applied to the workpiece surface. Otherwise, 

this tool configuration may be not suitable at 120 SPM.     

Through the experiment, the FE models were updated. Comparing the FE simulation 
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with experiments, it presents a good agreement in hardness/strain, force growth 

tendency, component accuracy and grain flow line. It validates not only the FE 

models but also the experimental methods. In the meantime, it provides the 

foundation for the following analysis based on the FE models. Lastly, some 

suggestions are proposed for the FE models which will be used in the following 

chapter.  
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Chapter 5 
 

FE Analysis of Forming Quality and Tool Life 

 

5.1    Introduction 

According to Chapter 4, the FE model has already been verified by forging 

experiment. Based on it, an improved FE model is applied in this chapter to evaluate 

the influence of some parameters, including the forging speed, friction, workpiece 

material, tool structure, tool materials, etc. The lifecycle of die inserts, forming errors 

and grain flow line in the component were set as evaluation criteria. In analysing the 

forging speed the Cowper-Symonds model was used to describe the change of flow 

stress because of strain rate. Morrow and Basquin’s model was used to predict the 

fatigue life which was based on mean stress and stress amplitude from simulations. 

The wear amount on the die insert was taken into consideration by Archard’s model. 

The forming errors were analysed by the 2D profile of the component which used the 

same approach in Chapter 3.  

5.2    Analysis Scheme and DoE 

During industrial production, many factors affect the tool life and forming errors. 

Some factors are uncontrollable such as labour skill, forging machine performance, 

tool assembly, etc. Some controllable variables were examined for injection forging 

process, as follows: 

Forging Speed  

The forging speed is the first concerned issue that involves energy and efficiency. 

The rising forging speed will increase strain rate. It makes the workpiece material 

become tougher and more forging force is required. Lastly, the increased force 

introduces higher thermal energy and more severe tool deflection which impacts the 

tool life and component accuracy.  
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Friction 

Friction is an important factor for metal forming. It not only has an influence on 

metal flow but also affects some other parameters, such as forging force, tool stresses 

and thermal energy. Commonly speaking, the high friction force between 

tool/workpiece adversely affects the tool life and forming accuracy. However, the 

forming accuracy may benefit from some friction force, e.g. the friction between split 

die inserts. Therefore, the friction between die/die is also taken into consideration in 

this study. 

Workpiece Geometry and Material 

In practice, the end surface of the initial workpiece is uneven which has a 1° to 2° 

gradient. This small angle leads to asymmetric metal flow which may influence the 

grain flow line. In addition to workpiece geometry, the workpiece material also is 

covered as a variable in this study. The workpiece material is not only limited to 

carbon steel. Other materials, such as aluminium E1CM and alloys metal AISI 4340, 

are examined to explore the application range of injection forging.  

Tool Material, Structure and Geometry 

Currently, various tool materials are used in tool-marking. Different material brings 

different behaviours of die elasticity and service life. Therefore, some popular tool 

materials, tungsten carbide WC, D2 tool steel and H13 tool steel, are investigated. 

Table 5-1 shows the suggested combination of tool materials for FE simulations. 

Table 5-1: The tested tool materials for injection forging. 

Item Die insert material Shrink ring material 

A WC H13 

B D2 H13 

C WC WC 

D WC D2 

 

As for tool structure, it mainly involves the pre-stressing in die inserts. Two models 

are tested in FE simulations to make the influence of pre-stressing clear. One has 
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introduced pre-stressing to the die inserts, and another is without pre-stressing.  

 

Fig. 5-1: Illustration of the die insert dimension used in injection forging. 

The tool connecting geometry affects the metal flow which relates to the component 

quality. Fig. 5-1 shows the main dimension of die insert. The R1 and R2 are transition 

radii, and the SR are the spherical diameter. To find the influence of transition radii 

and spherical diameter on the grain flow line, some parameters were applied, as 

shown in Table 5-2.  

Table 5-2: The dimension of transition radii and spherical surface in FE models. 

Item R1 (mm) R2 (mm) SR (mm) 

A 0 0.7 10 

B 0 1.4 10 

C 0 0.7 15 

D 0.5 0.7 10 

 

To analyse these parameters, an analysis scheme is developed (refers to Fig. 5-2). A 

standard FE model, whose parameters depend on industry production, is employed as 

a reference group. Then the analysis is divided into seven groups. Each group is 

conducted on one parameter, and the others kept constant. Lastly the influenced 

parameters include tool life, component accuracy and grain flow line. For all 

simulations, the forging stroke is set to be 19.0 mm which is about 90% of the full 

stroke. The detailed parameters are presented in Table 5-3. 
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Fig. 5-2: Analysis schemes of injection forging.   
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Table 5-3: The detail information of parameters used for FE simulations. 

 

Standard parameters in FE 

simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Velocity (mm/s) 
60 (≈120 

piece/min) 

30 (≈60 

piece/min.) 
- - - - - - - 

90 (≈180 

piece/min.) 

Coefficient of 

friction 

(tool/workpiece) 
0.055 - 

0.01 

- - - - - - 
0.07 

Coefficient of 

friction (die/die) 
0.2 - - 

0.08 
- - - - - 

0.5 

Workpiece 

material 
Mild steel 

(AISI 1010) 
- - - 

Aluminium 

E1CM 
- - - - 

Alloy Steel 

AISI 4340 

Initial geometry 

of workpiece 
Prefect end 

surface 
- - - - 

1° 
- - - 

2°  

Tool geometry Standard - - - - - 
Radii under 

the head 
- - 

Tool structure 
With pre-

stressing 
- - - - - - 

Without pre-

stressing 
- 

Tool Material 

Tungsten 

carbide and 

H13 
- - - - - - - D2 
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5.3    FE Model 

5.3.1    ABAQUS 

In the FE model, two extra workpiece materials (E1CM and AISI 4340) and one tool 

material (D2), were tested. The mechanical properties are listed in Table 5-4.  

Table 5-4: The mechanical properties of E1CM, AISI 4340 and D2. 

Material 

Young’s 

modulus 

(MPa) 

Poisson 

ratio 

Density 

(Kg/m3) 

Flow strength 

(MPa) 

E1CM 

[176] 
70600 0.33 2.705×103 𝜎 = 159(0.02 + 휀)0.27 

AISI 4340 

[99] 
192000 0.29 7.85×103  𝜎 = 1151.43(휀)0.193 

D2 [94] 209000 0.30 7.7×103 - 

 

Thermal properties of materials were introduced to examine the coupled effect of 

thermal expansion and springback on component dimensions, seen in Table 5-5. The 

simulations were consisted of two steps as follows: 

Forging. An initial temperature was set as 20 ℃ for tools and workpiece, which was 

close to the room temperature. The heat transfer coefficient between tools/workpiece 

was set as 20 kW/m2K [177]. However, when distances between each part were 

larger than a specified value, the heat transfer stopped.  

Cooling down. The workpiece was taken from the die chamber and placed into room 

temperature to cool down. The heat transfer coefficient between air and component 

surface was assumed to be 10 W/m2K [178]. Subsequently, observation of the 

workpiece dimension was finished in post analysis software.  

During the simulations, the metal deformation was conducted in a closed 

environment. Therefore, there was no heat transfer between workpiece/tools and air. 

Also, the cooling effect from the lubricant was not covered therefore the predicted 

temperature could be higher than practical production. All the transferring work in 

ABAQUS was as same as that in Chapter 3. 
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Table 5-5: Thermal properties of tool/workpiece materials [171], [148]. 

Material 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

(𝑚𝑊 𝑚𝑚 ∙ ℃⁄ ) 

Thermal 

expansion 

(𝑚𝑚 𝑚 ∙ ℃⁄ ) 

Inelastic heat 

Fraction 

Specific Heat 

(𝑚𝐽 𝑡𝑜𝑛 ∙ ℃)⁄  

AISI 1010  49.8 1.22e-5 0.9 448e6 

Tungsten 

Carbide 
70 5.8e-6 0.9 235e6 

H 13 24.3 1.15e-6 0.9 460e6 

Aluminium 

E1CM 
231 2.18e-5 0.9 900e6 

AISI 4340 44.5 1.23e-5 0.9 475e6 

D2 50 1.38e-5 0.9 460e6 

 

In order to analyse the influence of the forging speed on component-form accuracy, a 

strain rate sensitively model, Cowper-Symonds model (refers to equation 39), was 

employed for AISI 1010. However, in analysing other parameters, the strain rate 

sensitivity was not considered. 

 𝜎𝑦,1 = 𝜎𝑦,0 [1 + (
�̇�

𝐶
)

1/𝑃

] (39) 

The 𝝈𝒚,𝟎 is the static stress. The 𝝈𝒚,𝟏is the dynamic stress after hardening because of 

strain rate �̇�. C and P are constant according to [179], as shown in Table 5-6. 

Table 5-6: Material constant for AISI 1010 in Cowper-Symonds model. 

C (s-1) P 

2000 6.6 

 

In ABAQUS, the power law was used to describe strain rate dependent material 

which is  

 휀̇ = 𝐷(𝑅 − 1)𝑛  (40) 
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Therefore, the equation 40 was transferred into equation 41. 

 𝐶 (
𝜎𝑦,1

𝜎𝑦,0
− 1)

𝑃

= 휀̇  (41) 

5.3.2    DEFORM 

In DEFORM, a 3D FE model was used to replace the axis-symmetric one, which 

intended to analyse the workpiece with gradient from 1° to 2° (refer to Fig. 5-3). The 

workpiece volume kept stable while the shape of the workpiece changes. More than 

40000 elements were created in the workpiece, and the thermal issue was not 

covered in this simulation.  

 

Fig. 5-3: Illustrations of initial workpiece geometry. 

After FE simulations, Basquin and Morrow’s equation (correspond to equation 8 on 

page 17) was used to evaluate the fatigue life 𝑵𝒇, as follows:  

 𝜎𝑎 = (𝜎𝑓
′ − 𝜎𝑚)(2𝑁𝑓)𝑏  (42)  

𝝈𝒂 is the stress amplitude and 𝝈𝒎 is the mean stress. According to [68], the detail 

value of fatigue strength coefficient 𝝈𝒇
′  and fatigue strength exponent b are showed in 

Table 5-7. As analysing in Chapter 3, the die insert 1 is the most critical part in 

injection forging tools. Some reference elements (refers to Fig. 5-4) were selected in 
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die insert 1, which represented the fatigue life.   

Table 5-7: Material constant for tungsten carbide in Basquin and Morrow’s model. 

𝜎𝑓
′  (MPa) b 

-0.289 33,415 

 

Archard’s model, as shown in equation 5, was applied to evaluate tool wear. In this 

equation, the wear volume W is decided by normal load P, velocity V, hardness of 

material H, the wear coefficient K and time t. When the tool material is defined, K 

and H were same. Therefore, W is simplified by P and sliding length L in this 

Archard’s model. In this study, the maximum normal load was used to predict the 

maximum wear amount in the die inserts. Because of a lack of data about wear 

coefficient K, the wear amount of die insert cannot be estimated by a detailed value. 

In the following study, a wear ratio between each parameter was given. Through this 

ratio, the wear resistance of die inserts can be examined. 

 𝑊 = 𝐾 ∫
𝑃𝑉

𝐻
𝑑𝑡 =

𝐾𝑃𝐿

𝐻
  (43) 

The investigation of forming errors references to the method in Chapter 3. The 2D 

profile of component involves two periods, 1) at the end of forging stroke, 2) after 

cooling down and spring back.  

 

Fig. 5-4: Reference elements for fatigue life prediction. 
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5.4    Results and Discussions 

5.4.1    Forging Speed 

Fig. 5-5 shows the force growth curve in three speed conditions. It shows the 

increased speed turns to extra forging force which is around 5 kN for each model. It 

also brings higher forming errors to the components. It is obvious in section d for 

two 1 low speed brings better forming accuracy at the end of forging. However, after 

springback, the forming accuracy at higher speeds becomes better (refer to Fig. 5-7). 

Table 5-8 shows the mean dimension errors.  

Table 5-8: Mean dimension errors in section D and d of the component under three speed fields. 

Velocity 30 (mm/s) 60 (mm/s) 90 (mm/s) 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝑫 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.025 0.026 0.026 

Cooling Down 0.031 0.029 0.027 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝒅 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.044 0.045 0.046 

Cooling Down 0.077 0.078 0.079 

 

Depending on the stress distribution in die inserts, the estimated fatigue life of the 

reference elements is listed in Table 5-9. The results show that the low forging speed 

brings slightly improved fatigue resistance in most reference elements. From the life 

prediction, the elements 1374 and 1248 are the most critical elements. Especially for 

element 1248, it limits the tool life around 20,000 lifecycles for all models.  

As for the tool wear, the maximum normal load are 84.40 kN, 86.73 kN and 88.64 

kN for 30 mm/s, 60mm/s and 90 mm/s, respectively. Therefore, according to 

Archard’s model, the maximum wear volume ratio is around 1: 1.03: 1.05 (30 mm/s: 

60 mm/s: 90 mm/s). It may suggest that the forging speed influences the maximum 

tool wear mildly.  
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Table 5-9: Fatigue life of reference elements in 30 mm/s, 60 mm/s, and 90 mm/s. 

 

                     
90 60 30 

1374 36,637 38,706 44,095 

1214 112,432 103,285 126,226 

1215 74,676 89,742 100,439 

1251 53,041 61,817 72,841 

1248 19,775 21,906 25,946 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5-5: Comparison of forging force under forging speed of 30 mm/s, 60 mm/s and 90 mm/s. 

Speed (mm/s) Tool Life (cycles) 

Element 
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Fig. 5-6: The dimension errors d under forging speed of 30 mm/s, 60 mm/s and 90 mm/s. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5-7: The dimension errors D under forging speed of 30 mm/s, 60 mm/s and 90 mm/s. 
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5.4.2    Friction at Die-Workpiece and Die-Die Interfaces 

5.4.2.1 Friction at Die-Workpiece Interfaces 

Fig. 5-8 shows the forging force curve with different coefficient of friction (COF). 

According to this graph, the friction force does not have an influence on the force in 

the initial forging stage. It is because the workpiece is not in contact with the die 

insert. After contacting, the COF begins to impact the force. The difference of force 

is evident when the COF keeps at 0.01, while it is minor between 0.055 and 0.07. As 

without using strain rate model, the forging force has a big drop for reference group 

(refers to Table 5-3) compared with Fig. 5-5.    

Fig. 5-9 and Fig. 5-10 present the dimensional errors in section d and D for the 

component under the COF of 0.01, 0.055 and 0.07.  It shows that reducing COF is an 

effective way to improve the forming accuracy in section d. The shape of section d 

does not display as a “pyramid” when the COF is 0.01. On the contrary, the 

dimension distribution becomes more even which is helpful for the following forging 

stage. The increasing COF reduces the forming errors in which peak errors reach 

more than 0.06 mm at COF of 0.07. In section D, low COF also shows good 

improvement in forming accuracy. The mean dimension errors are listed in Table 5-

10.  

Table 5-10: The mean dimension errors under COF of 0.01, 0.05 and 0.07 between die/workpiece. 

Coefficient of Friction 0.01 
0.055 

(standard) 
0.07 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝑫 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.016 0.018 0.019 

Cooling Down 0.017 0.020 0.021 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝒅 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.019 0.030 0.036 

Cooling Down 0.032 0.051 0.061 

 

The lower COF does not only improve the forming accuracy but also refines the 

grain flow line in the component. Fig. 5-11 shows the flow line distribution in the 

head of the component. Although the distribution of grain flow line does not change 

significantly as increasing of COF, the bending amplitude is increased which is 
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expressed as distance G in the figure. According to the experience from industry, the 

small distance G brings better mechanical behaviour to resist the tensile stress in the 

vertical direction. Therefore, to achieve a better grain flow line, the COF should be 

as low as possible.  

In Table 5-11, the estimated fatigue life of die inserts is presented. The good friction 

condition does improve the tool life in all of the reference elements. It increases the 

tool life to around 400,000 cycles under COF of 0.01. On the other hand, the low 

COF also extends the wear life because of reducing the maximum normal load. Also, 

the wear amount ratio among COF of 0.01, 0.055 and 0.07 stays at 1: 1.53: 1.87, 

respectively.  

Table 5-11: Estimated fatigue life of reference elements under COF of 0.01, 0.055 and 0.07 between 

die-workpiece. 

 
0.01 0.055 (standard) 0.07 

1374 310,507 172,066 138,488 

1214 32,369,108 759,561 200,827 

1215 5,731,785 468,878 253,765 

1251 1,756,961 265,302 150,993 

1248 401,785 109,137 72,809 

 

 

COF 
Tool Life (cycles) 

Element 
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Fig. 5-8: The force-stroke curve under different coefficient of friction between die/workpiece. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5-9: The dimension errors d under COF of 0.01, 0.055 and 0.07 between die/workpiece. 
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Fig. 5-10: The dimension errors D under COF of 0.01, 0.055 and 0.07 between die/workpiece. 

 
 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 5-11: Comparison of flow net in head of component at different coefficients of friction: (a) 0.01, 

(b) 0.055, (c) 0.07. 

5.4.2.2 Friction at Die-Die Interfaces 

Fig. 5-12 and Fig. 5-13 represents the influence of friction at die-die interfaces on 

dimensional errors. The detail of dimensional errors is concluded by mean errors 

which are listed in Table 5-12. Since splitting of the die insert, the different stress 

distribution on die inserts causes a slight movement (refers to Fig. 5-14). This 

movement will weaken the forming accuracy in the horizontal direction. This tends 

to increase the friction force between die inserts to constrain this movement. 
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However, the forming errors keeps stable when COF increases. In section D, the high 

COF even brings slightly larger errors. Therefore, it suggests that the die movement 

cannot be reduced by increasing the COF between die interfaces.  

Table 5-12: The mean dimension errors in COF 0.08, 0.2 and 0.5 between die-die interface. 

Coefficient of Friction 0.08 0.2 (standard) 0.5 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝑫 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.018 0.018 0.019 

Cooling Down 0.020 0.020 0.020 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝒅 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.030 0.030 0.029 

Cooling Down 0.051 0.051 0.050 

 

 

Fig. 5-12: The dimension errors d under coefficient of friction of 0.08, 0.2 and 0.5 between die-die. 
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Fig. 5-13: The dimension errors D under coefficient of friction of 0.08, 0.2 and 0.5 between die-die. 

 

Fig. 5-14: Illustration of the die insert movement during the forging.  

5.4.3    Workpiece Geometries and Materials 

5.4.3.1 Workpiece Geometries 

Fig. 5-15 shows the grain flow line distribution in the head of components with 

different initial workpiece geometry. It is noticeable that the direction of folding 

faces to the low surface of the workpiece. Therefore, it can judge the direction of 

slant for the initial workpiece based on the metallographic analysis in practice.  
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The increasing degree angle in the end surface bring some effects to the grain flow 

line. Firstly, the symmetrical grain flow line distribution becomes asymmetrical. It 

may promote the anisotropy of mechanical properties of the component, which 

increases the using risk. Secondly, the flow line folds are more and more severe in 

the component. It is evident when the slant angle reaches to 2 degrees. For the 

workpiece with 1 degree, the grain flow line is close to the perfect workpiece. It 

demonstrates that the slant degree within limited ranges is acceptable. It is believed 

that the intensified fold will affect the tensile strength in practice. Thirdly, the 

existence of a slant angle in the end surface of the initial workpiece makes it more 

difficult to get an even component. The unevenness cannot be solved until the 

component fully fills up the die chamber. However, when the die is fully filled, it 

brings great stresses which adversely influences the service life.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 5-15: The flow net in the head of component: (a) perfect end surface, (b) 1 degree, (c) 2 degree. 

5.4.3.2 Workpiece Materials 

Fig. 5-16 and Fig. 5-17 shows the component dimension in section d and section D 

respectively for different workpiece materials. According to results, the workpiece 

material influences the forming errors significantly. The softest material, pure 

aluminium, shows the best forming accuracy in mean dimension errors with referring 

to Table 5-13. By using alloys metal, AISI 4340, the mean errors exceed that of other 

materials by a substantial degree. Meanwhile, the tougher workpiece material brings 

plastic deformation to the shrink ring in the current tool design. Therefore, in the next 

forging cycle, the production dimension could be deteriorated by plastic deformation 
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in the shrink ring. It suggests that the current tool design is unable to handle this hard 

material.  

Table 5-13: Mean dimension errors for E1CM, AISI 1010 and AISI 4340. 

Workpiece Material 
Aluminium 

E1CM 

AISI 1010 

(standard) 
AISI 4340 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝑫 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.004 0.018 0.027 

Cooling Down 0.008 0.020 0.031 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝒅 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.007 0.030 0.043 

Cooling Down 0.018 0.051 0.075 

 

Regarding the fatigue life, Table 5-14 presents estimated forging cycles for tools with 

each workpiece material. From the table, the die inserts with forging aluminium 

show the longest tool life which profits from the small forging force required. The 

minimum predicted life is more than 4,000,000 cycles. For the alloys metal, the 

predicted tool will be cracked after 20,000 cycles. Therefore, to forge tough 

materials, stronger die inserts material or die configuration should be applied. The 

high tool stress also influences the tool wear amount. The severe wear will happen in 

forging alloys metal components. The wear ratio between each die inserts are 1: 4.55: 

6.55 (Aluminium E1CM: AISI 1010: AISI 4340).   

Table 5-14: Predicted tool life for die inserts with different workpiece materials. 

 Aluminium 

E1CM 

AISI 1010 

(Standard) 
AISI 4340 

1374 6,717,987 172,066 38,227 

1214 6,341,160 759,561 234,841 

1215 5,501,561 468,878 74,607 

1251 4,827,949 265,302 62,080 

1248 4,078,791 109,137 21,241 

Workpiece 
Material Tool Life (cycles) 

Element 
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Fig. 5-16: Comparison of forming accuracy in section d for workpiece materials 

 

Fig. 5-17: Comparison of forming accuracy in section D for workpiece materials. 

5.4.4    Temperature 

In this study, the temperature of the component depends on the punch velocity, 

friction (tool/workpiece) and workpiece materials. Fig. 5-18 shows the temperature 

distribution at the end of forging under different velocities. Considering the strain 

rate hardening, the maximum temperature reaches more than 400 ℃ when the punch 
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speed is 90 mm/s. With reduction of the speed to 30 mm/s, the temperature drops to 

approximately 300℃. The high-temperature area concentrates on the core of the bolt 

head because of the large deformation ratio. In the core of the rod, the temperature is 

low which is near the initial temperature. It reflects the fact that materials in this part 

barely take part in plastic deformation. In the surface of the rod part, the higher 

forging speed also brings higher temperature.   

Fig. 5-19 shows the temperature distribution difference in components because of 

workpiece materials. As results, using different workpiece materials impacts the 

amplitude considerably. The tougher material, AISI 4340, presents the highest 

forming temperature which is around 430℃. It is much higher than that in aluminium 

EC1M which only stays at 40℃. For AISI 1010, regardless of strain hardening of the 

workpiece, the final temperature has a big drop to 280℃. 

Change of COF will not change the distribution of the whole part. Fig. 5-20 shows 

that the temperature in the surface of the billet increases because of the increasing 

COF. However, the maximum temperature area still keeps at the core of bolt head. 

The temperature amplitude for each component is at the same level which is around 

280℃. It indicates that major thermal energy is contributed by metal deformation but 

not the friction work.  

 

90 mm/s 60 mm/s 30 mm/s 

Fig. 5-18: The temperature (centigrade degree) distribution in the end of forging under forging speed 

of 30 mm/s, 60 mm/s and 90mm/s. 
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AISI 4340 AISI 1010 Aluminium 

Fig. 5-19: The temperature (centigrade degree) distribution in aluminium, AISI 1010 and AISI 4340. 

 

 
0.01 0.055 0.07 

Fig. 5-20: The temperature (centigrade degree) distribution in coefficient of friction 0.01, 0.055 and 

0.07 between die/workpiece 

5.4.5    Tool Material, Structure and Geometry 

5.4.5.1 Tool Material 

Fig. 5-21 and Fig. 5-22 show the dimensional errors in section d and D for tool 

materials. From the results, when the shrink ring material is tungsten carbide, the 
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dimensional errors can be effectively controlled in section d (refers to Table 5-15). It 

is because the higher Young’s modulus of the tungsten carbide can provide higher 

pre-stressing when the magnitude of interference is defined. The extra pre-stressing 

gives the tool configuration more stiffness which in turn reduces the tool deflection. 

As for the D2 tool steel, it shows similar Young’s modulus with H13 tool steel. 

Therefore, the difference between group A and group D in section d is mild. 

However, since the yield stress of D2 is higher than that of H13, the D2 steel can 

bear more severe pre-stressing which brings more space for interference fit design. It 

indicates that D2 could be more suitable for shrink ring material when higher pre-

stressing is required.  

Large forming errors are introduced for die inserts made of D2. It is because the 

Young’s modulus of D2 is lower than tungsten carbide. Moreover, during the 

process, the die insert yields under large tool stress. It introduces huge dimension 

errors to the component. Therefore, it is believed that the D2 is unable to replace the 

tungsten carbide in this study.  

Table 5-15: The mean dimension errors in different tool materials (refers to Table 5-1). 

Tool material A (standard) B C D 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝑫 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.018 0.046 0.016 0.018 

Cooling Down 0.020 0.048 0.017 0.020 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝒅 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.030 0.097 0.028 0.030 

Cooling Down 0.051 0.116 0.050 0.051 

 

Table 5-16 shows the predicted fatigue tool life. Because the fatigue properties of D2 

are unavailable, its tool life is not showed in this study. For other groups, the tool life 

keeps in the same level when shrink ring material is H13 and D2. However, this 

value increases more than four times when using tungsten carbide as the shrink ring 

materials in element 1248. It is because of the higher pre-stressing and stiffness of 

tungsten carbide. The normal load does not change when using different shrink ring 

materials. Therefore, the maximum wear amount of group A, C and D should be the 

same. For group B, because the hardness of D2 tool steel is lower than tungsten 
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carbide, the wear resistance of D2 is lower than that of tungsten carbide.  

Table 5-16: Predicted fatigue life for die inserts with different tool materials (refers to Table 5-1). 

  
A C D 

1374 172,066 2,646,270 164,388 

1214 759,561 17,228,421 534,723 

1215 468,878 3,056,162 472,439 

1251 265,302 631,273 243,058 

1248 109,137 477,285 99,876 

 

 

 

Fig. 5-21: Illustration of dimension errors in section d for tool materials (refers to Table 5-1). 

Tool Material 
Tool Life (cycles) 

Element 
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Fig. 5-22: Illustration of dimension errors in section D for tool materials (refers to Table 5-1). 

5.4.5.2 Tool Geometry  

With using different die insert geometries, the grain flow line in components generate 

corresponding change. The main change happens in the transition area which is 

highlighted in Fig. 5-23. As a result, the transition radius R1 shows less influence on 

grain flow. It makes the group A and group D (refer to Table 5-2) to present similar 

line distribution. For R2, the increasing radius improves the smothness of grain flow 

in group B which may improve the maximum tensile strength of the component. In 

view of transition radius SR, the larger value has an adverse impact which expresses 

as more winding grain flow line in group C. 
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Fig. 5-23: Grain flow line in different die inserts geometries (refer to Table 5-2). 

5.4.5.3 Tool Structure 

Fig. 5-24 and Fig. 5-25 present the 2D profile of component in section D and d. The 

detail value of dimension errors is concluded by mean errors in Table 5-18. From the 

results, the tool with pre-stressing shows slightly better forming accuracy in section 

D. It reduces the final mean error from 0.05 mm to 0.049 mm. However, in section d, 

there is no difference between the FE models with/without pre-stressing in the error 

distribution.  
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Table 5-17: The mean dimension errors under different pre-stressing. 

Pre-stressing 
Without pre-

stressing 
With pre-stressing 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝑫 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.017 0.018 

Cooling Down 0.021 0.020 

Mean 

Error �̅�𝒅 

(mm) 

End of Forging 0.030 0.030 

Cooling Down 0.051 0.051 

 

Unlike the forming accuracy, the pre-stressing plays an important role in tool life 

improvement. The die insert with pre-stressing shows great improvement in all 

reference elements, as shown in Table 5-18. It improves more than two times of 

forming cycles in element 1248 than that without pre-stressing reinforce. Therefore, 

for a good tool design, a suitable pre-stress is necessary. As for the tool wear, using 

pre-stressing on tools does not reduce the wear amount on die inserts. It is because 

the maximum normal load in the die inserts for both models are similar which are 

59.49 kN and 57.89 kN for the tool with pre-stressing and tool without pre-stressing. 

Therefore, the wear amount for both tool structures are around 1:1.  

Table 5-18: Estimated fatigue life of reference element under different pre-stressing. 

 
Without pre-stressing With pre-stressing 

1374 62,365 172,066 

1214 226,832 759,561 

1215 177,739 468,878 

1251 102,307 265,302 

1248 45,051 109,137 

Tool Structure 
Tool Life (cycles) 

Element 
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Fig. 5-24: Comparison of dimension error in section d under different pre-stressing. 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 5-25: Comparison of dimension errors in section D under different pre-stressing. 
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5.5    Summary 

In this chapter, the influence of process parameters, tool parameters and workpiece 

parameters on tool life and component quality were investigated by FE simulation. 

Some conclusions can be drawn from the simulation results. 

1) There is no doubt that the high forging speed increases the manufacturing 

efficiency. However, it brings lower forming accuracy in rod part of the bolt 

and higher forming temperature. The tool life is also reduced when increasing 

forging speed. The wear amount of each speed is not obvious in the 

simulations. It may suggest that the forging speed affects the tool wear 

slightly. 

2)  The low COF (workpiece/tool) enhances the metal flow which expresses as 

mild grain flow line. Meanwhile, the forming accuracy, fatigue life and wear 

amount also benefit from the low COF (workpiece/tool). However, reduction 

of COF (workpiece/tool) does not reduce the maximum forging temperature 

but the workpiece surface temperature is reduced. Increasing COF (die/die) 

does not constrain the slight movement between die insert.  

3) Current tool cannot form the workpiece material with AISI 4340. High 

forging force introduces large forming errors, low fatigue life and high 

forging temperature. The wear amount of forging AISI 4340 is sixfold than 

forging aluminium. Under this condition, it is believed that the tool could fail 

in a few forging cycles.  

4) The uneven end surface of the initial workpiece generates asymmetrical grain 

flow line distribution. The degree of asymmetry is influenced by the slant 

angle in the initial workpiece. If the slant angle exceeds a limited range this 

will affect the practical use of the bolt.  

5) Changing the tool geometry shows results of the transition radius R1 that has 

less influence on grain flow, while the grain flow become more smooth with 

increasing the transition radius R2. As for SR, the larger radius brings more 

bending flow line in component.  

6) D2 is not suitable to be used as die insert material because it yields during the 
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forming process. However, D2 can replace the H13 as the shrink ring 

material. It provides high yield strength and similar Young’s Modules as H13. 

Therefore, a tougher interference fit can be introduced. When the shrink ring 

and die inserts are made of tungsten carbide, the tools shows the best 

stiffness. It brings better forming accuracy and higher tool life.  

7) For the tool structure, the pre-stressing shows less influence on the forming 

accuracy in section d and D. This may suggest that increasing pre-stressing 

cannot improve the forming accuracy. However, in terms of tool life, a 

suitable pre-stressing is an important factor to ensure long tool life.  
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Chapter 6 
 

Tool-Design Optimisation 

 

6.1    Introduction 

As shown in chapter 5, the tool parameter plays an important role in metal forging, 

including the tool life and component quality. Therefore, in this chapter, an 

optimisation was conducted in the tool design, including the die inserts, shrink ring 

and other parts. The optimisation focused on the tool structure. Through modifying 

the tool structure, a more stiff and reliable tool was obtained for injection forging. 

After the optimisation process, the new tools were verified by FE simulations on the 

forming errors and tool life. 

6.2    Tool-Design Optimisation 

Previous tool-design includes two die inserts, die insert 1 and die insert 2 (refer to 

Fig. A-1 (b)). Because of the simple geometry and low tool stress of die insert 2, the 

optimisation mainly focuses on die insert 1.  

6.2.1    Die Inserts 

In the forging process, the hoop stress contributes to the tool stress in die inserts. 

According to the simulations, the hoop stress reaches more than 1000 MPa in most 

cases at the end of the forging stroke. It is the main reason to cause the vertical crack 

in die inserts. Therefore, it is important to reduce the hoop stress in this tool 

optimisation. In the previous simulations, the pre-stressing shows effective 

influences on reducing the hoop stress. However, the amplitude is limited by the tool 

material so it cannot achieve satisfactory results. Therefore, it is better to use other 

methods when the tool materials cannot be changed. In this regards, die splitting in 

the vertical direction where hoop stress stays at peak value could provide a good 

inhibiting effect on hoop stresses. The design concept is showed in Fig. 6-1.  
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Fig. 6-1: Illustration of die inserts split in the vertical direction. 

To prove it, a simple model is developed in ABAQUS. Fig. 6-2 shows the hoop stress 

in the die insert under 2000 MPa stress before/after optimisation. In the simulations, 

2000 MPa load was applied in the die chamber uniformly. The boundary condition 

for both models is similar. The results show that the benefit from this modification is 

evident. The maximum hoop stress in the integrated die insert reaches to 1300 MPa, 

while it is only 200 MPa in separated die insert. Therefore, when splitting the die 

insert in the vertical direction, the hoop stress can have a considerable drop.  

However, this modification also brings some side-effects. Firstly, it makes tool-

making more complicated. It cannot just separate the finishing die insert into 

specified value pieces by wire-electrode cutting (WEC). It is because the WEC 

causes the finishing surface to be rough and reduces the machining accuracy. 

Therefore, the WEC needs to be carried out in the early stage of the machining 

process. After it, each piece needs to be machined carefully to meet high precision 

level. Therefore, it increases the cost of tool making. Secondly, it increases the risk of 

slight movement with increasing number of die inserts. It may cause some forming 

defects e.g. the marks on the component surface. To prevent it, some locating holes 

must be arranged in the die insert to fix them well in the right position. There is no 

doubt that it increases the processing difficulty further. Last but not least, if the 

assembly force cannot hold the separated die inserts together, the gap could grow 

between the interfaces between die inserts. In this situation, the material can leak 

through this gap which causes a surface defect and unreliable component size. 

Hence, the number of dies split should be controlled carefully to reduce the tool-

making process. Also, when using this design, the shrink ring material should be 
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tough enough to hold the die inserts together.  

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6-2: Hoop stress (MPa) distribution in the die inserts: (a) after splitting, (b) before splitting. 

An optimisation is proposed for the die inserts shape. In the current tool design, the 

shape of die inserts is a cylinder which has some hidden limitations. Firstly, the 

cylinder is hard to assembly in practice production. It is because the mating 

relationship between the shrink ring and die inserts is an interference fit. Therefore, 

the industries have to use hot assembly which complicates the assembly process. 

Secondly, the cylinder shape die inserts may separate from the shrink ring in the 

ejection process. It is because the ejection force is very large resulting from the 

workpiece being embedded in the die chamber. This ejection force converts to a 

corresponding force in the die inserts. When this force is higher than the assembly 

force from shrink ring, the die inserts may be pushed out from the shrink ring. It is 

dangerous in high-speed production which may break the forging machine or injure 

the worker. To prevent these factors, the external shape of die insert is suggested to 

modify the cone shape.  In this design, the assembly can be carried out at room 

temperature and the die insert is impossible to be ejected.  

Moreover, the cone die insert can provide stronger pre-stressing. Fig. 6-3 shows the 

stresses distribution in die inserts after assembly. The results show that the die inserts 

with cone shape can intensify the pre-stressing further than traditional die inserts in 

the same level magnitude of interference. Higher compressive stress is introduced to 

the hoop direction which is the critical direction for injection forging. Therefore, the 
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cone shape could be helpful for tool life extension.   

As for the material of die inserts, although the tungsten carbide is sensitive to the 

tensile stress, it is still the best choice because of its outstanding strength and 

hardness. Perhaps some materials with good ductility may improve the tensile stress 

resistance. However, the increase of the ductility of die inserts can cause the 

reduction. In other words, the die deflection could increase which in turns to increase 

the forming errors. Therefore, it is important to pay attention when changing the die 

insert materials. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Fig. 6-3: Stress (MPa) distribution in die inserts: (a) Hoop stress cylinder, (b) Hoop stress cone, (c) 

Effective stress cylinder, (d) Effective stress cone.  
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6.2.2    Shrink Ring 

The current material used for the shrink ring is H13. From the simulations, the shrink 

ring may yield during the forging of hard material. However, in practice, the yield 

may not happen. It is because the H13 can reach around 1650 MPa after quenching 

[171], while the used yield stress in simulation is set as 1300 MPa [99]. Therefore, 

when using H13 with a lower yield stress, the D2 tool steel is suggested to replace it 

as results of higher yield stress. However, when using H13 with a high yield stress, 

the H13 is still an ideal shrink ring material compared to D2 tool steel. It is because 

the slightly higher Young’s modulus of H13 can provide higher stiffness. For the 

tungsten carbide, it can bring extra high pre-stressing and good tool stiffness when it 

is used for shrink ring. However, the cost of tungsten carbide and the machining 

difficulty hamper its application in industries. 

Besides the shrink ring material, the configuration of the shrink ring also needs to be 

considered. The pre-stressing from single shrink ring is limited. It is subjected to the 

material and structure. Therefore, it is suggested to use a double shrink ring (refer to 

Fig. 6-4) when higher pre-stressing is required.  

 

Fig. 6-4: Illustration of tool configuration with double shrink ring 

When using the double shrink ring configuration, the magnitude of interference 

needs to be considered. There are two interference fits, including I1 (die inserts, 
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middle shrink ring) and I2 (die inserts, outer shrink ring). To get the optimisation 

magnitude of interference for double shrink ring. A series of FE models were 

conducted in ABAQUS. Both shrink rings were made of D2 tool steel. The results of 

simulations are showed in Fig. 6-5. According to the simulations, the effective stress 

in the die insert increases with the amplitude of interference. It brings benefits to the 

die insert in hoop stress and mean stress which expressed as higher compressive 

stress. Therefore, it is better to keep the amplitude of interference at a high level for 

the die insert.  

However, the high amplitude of interference also causes two issues. Firstly, it is hard 

to assemble the tools. Secondly, for the shrink ring, the large amplitude of 

interference brings positive hoop stress and mean stress, especially for the outer ring. 

In the highest amplitude of interference, the shrink ring could yield quickly during 

the forming process. Therefore, the amplitude of interference should keep in a 

reasonable range. Regarding these issues, the magnitude of interference is set as 

0.5%+0.3% (I1+I2) for the new tool design.   

 

Fig. 6-5: Magnitude of interference for double shrink ring. 

Due to applying the cone die insert design, the current shrink ring with two die 

inserts is unavailable to use because of the assembly problem. In addition, using a 

shrink ring has some limitations, e.g. stress concentration in the transition positions. 

It means the amplitude of pre-stressing is limited in this area. In other words, the pre-
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stressing could be higher if the stress distribution is even. Hence, it is better to use 

corresponding values of shrink rings to replace the integrated one. It can make the 

interference design more flexible. 

To reduce the “slight movement” between die inserts, it is suggested that the contact 

interference between each shrink ring is modified. More specifically, the current 

contact between shrink rings is in full contact. In order to increase the pressure 

between shrink rings, the contact method can be changed to local contact. It can 

resist the pressure from die inserts, and prevent the “slight movement”. Besides this, 

it also can reduce the movement by introducing the slight interference fit in the 

vertical direction. In this way, it can increase the holding force between die inserts.  

6.2.3    Other Parts 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the air/oil outlet is not covered in current tool design. It 

brings some problems for production. Firstly, because of the existence of air, it is 

difficult to assemble each part together. Secondly, due to no air/oil outlet, the 

lubricant in the die chamber has no space to escape. Therefore, the residual lubricant 

will block the forming process. 

6.3    FE Verification of the Tool Design 

Based on the optimisation, a modified geometry model is built in ABAQUS, as 

shown in Fig. 6-6. By using this model, it intends to examine the new tool structure 

and analyse the forming errors. The boundary conditions refer to the reference group 

in chapter 5. 
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Fig. 6-6: Optimised FE model for Injection Forging. 

The dimension errors of the component in section d and D are shown in Fig. 6-7 and 

Fig. 6-8. By using the new tool structure, the forming accuracy in section d is 

improved. The mean error reduces to 0.044 mm after cooling down. In section D, the 

forming errors also have a slight decrease from 0.020 mm to 0.019 mm by using the 

new tool design. 

 

Fig. 6-7: The 2D profile of components in section d.  
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Fig. 6-8: The 2D profile of components in section D. 

Table 6-1 shows the predicted fatigue life in a reference element for the die insert. 

The results show that the tool life has a significant improvement after using the new 

tool structure. The minimum tool life in 1248 increases by around six times that of 

the original design.  

Table 6-1: Predicted fatigue life of the die insert.  

 
Before optimization After optimization 

1374 172,066 2,808,886 

1214 759,561 231,818,660 

1215 468,878 6,530,251 

1251 265,302 711,789 

1248 109,137 664,073 

 

6.4    Summary 

In this chapter, the re-designed tool structure was examined by FE simulations. For 

the tool optimisation, some suggestions have been proposed for the die insert and 

shrink ring. Firstly, the die split in the vertical direction does release the hoop stress 

in the die insert significantly. However, it brings some issues such as a complex tool-

Forging Tool 
Tool Life (cycles) 

Element 
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making process and more severe slight movement between die inserts. Therefore, it 

should be applied to this design carefully. Secondly, the higher pre-stressing was 

introduced by the cone design of die insert and multi shrink rings. After simulation, 

the optimal amplitude of interference fit between die insert and shrink rings was 

0.5%+0.3%.  

For the tool material, the die insert still uses tungsten carbide because of its 

outstanding hardness, strength and toughness, while the D2 tool steel replaces the 

H13 tool steel as the material for the shrink ring. It is because of its higher yield 

strength which allows a higher interference fit.   

In the FE simulation, the new tool design was analysed in term of tool life and 

forming accuracy. It showed that the fatigue life in die insert has a big increase which 

is around 600,000 cycles, while the original design is limited to 100,000 cycles. For 

the forming accuracy, the dimensional errors were reduced in section d, whereas a 

slight change took place in section D.  
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Chapter 7 
 

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 

 

7.1    Conclusions  

7.1.1    General Conclusions 

The potential of injection forging in fastener production has been investigated in this 

study which consisted of four main parts: 1) a comparitive study of injection forging 

and multistep forging based on FE simulations, 2) experimental evaluation of the 

injection forging concerning the component behaviour and lubricant, 3) FE simulation 

of the influence of process parameters on tool life and component quality, 4) 

optimization of tool design. This research presented a method of using injection 

forging and its limitations, which met the aims and objects in the introduction.  

The purpose of a comparison study is to identify merits and drawbacks of injection 

forging, compared with the conventional multistep forging. Based on the FE 

simulations, it was found that injection forging required less energy but a higher 

forming force to form the bolt. Due to the great tool stresses, higher forming errors 

were introduced in the component which were around two times more than for 

multistep forging in sections D and d. In the same section, however, the underlying 

fold was not an issue for injection forging because of the different metal flow. This 

metal flow also brought a drawback for injection forging in the grain flow line which 

was more bending. It may reduce the tensile strength and shear strength of 

components. 

To validate and develop the FE models, many experiments were carried out. The 

coefficient of friction was obtained by the ring test with ISO 68 forging oil, ISO 100 

forging oil and MoS2 grease. The forging force was monitored and recorded. The 

component behaviour such as dimensional accuracy, hardness distribution and grain 

flow line was tested. The results suggested that it was necessary to plan the oil outlet 

for tools in vertical forging. Because the oil blocked the forming process, the MoS2 

grease showed better forming accuracy. However, considering the better force 
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reduction and grain flow line, it was assumed that the ISO 68 oil might be more 

suitable in practice. Meanwhile, the manufacturing trials were carried in industry with 

different forging speeds. The high speed brought high forging force. It also damaged 

the ejection pin and the phosphating coating in the workpiece. Therefore, tougher 

ejection pin material and coating should be used in the high speed forging. Through 

comparing the results from FE simulations and experiments, the accuracy of FE model 

was confirmed. Some suggestions, including mesh plan, material model, thermal 

issues, etc. were proposed for developing FE models. 

Based on the developed models, the influence of three groups of parameters, including 

process parameters (forging speed, friction condition between tool/workpiece and 

friction condition between tool/tool), workpiece parameters (workpiece material and 

workpiece geometry) and tool parameters (tool structure, tool materials and tool 

geometry), on tool life and component quality was investigated. It was found that the 

improved process parameters, i.e. lower forging speed and COF (tool-workpiece) 

benefited the tool life and component accuracy. In addition to this, the lower COF 

(tool-workpiece) could refine the grain flow line in the component. The COF between 

tool/tool showed less influence on the component accuracy. 

The study on the workpiece parameters showed that it was hard to forge the tough 

material AISI 4340. It introduced great tool stresses which deteriorated tool life and 

intensified the forming errors. The uneven workpiece end surface caused uneven 

material flow. It showed as a deflected grain flow line which was hazardous for the 

production operation. 

Research on the tool parameters found that the pre-stressing was important for fatigue 

life improvement, but showed less effect on wear life, grain flow line and component 

accuracy. To improve the pre-stressing in die inserts, the shrink ring material H13 

could be replaced by tungsten carbide or D2 tool steel. On the other hand, with 

increasing the transition radius R2, the grain flow line was improved.   

To optimise the tool design, some suggestions were proposed for the die inserts, shrink 

ring and other parts. Based on the FE simulations, the optimised tools were examined 

with regard to tool life and forming accuracy. It showed that the new tools have 

improved fatigue life and better forming accuracy. 
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7.1.2    Contribution to Knowledge and Industries 

 Relatively comprehensive FE models have been developed in ABAQUS and 

DEFORM to simulate the forging force, tool deflection, temperature 

distribution, springback, grain flow, etc. in automotive fastener production. 

Based on a series of experiments, the accuracy of FE models is analysed. 

Through using these models, costly physical experiments can be avoided.    

 A procedure of comparing the forging processes in automotive fasteners 

production has been proposed. It covers the forging force, forming errors, tool 

stress and grain flow line of the component which are important parameters for 

fasteners industries. Through analysing these parameters, it reveals the 

characteristics of injection forging process and traditional forging process. 

 For automotive fasteners production, the influence of process parameters, tool 

parameters and workpiece parameters on tool life and component quality have 

been systematically studied. It provides a guide for fasteners industries to 

evaluate each process parameter. Depending on the weight of parameters, some 

detailed optimisations have been carried out on tool structure. After 

optimization, the service life of tool has a nearly six times increase. 

7.2    Recommendations for Future Work 

Based on the research conducted in this study, the following recommendations for 

future work are given: 

1) Material data. There are some limitations for the material model used in this 

study. Firstly, the plastic strain in injection forging is large and reaches around 

3.6. For the normal material test, the test range cannot cover it. Therefore, the 

FE results were not able to show the right value of the stress in the workpiece 

when the strain exceeds the test range. Secondly, in thermal analysis, the 

thermal softening of the workpiece material was not covered in this study fully, 

due to incompleteness of the material data under the condition of thermal 

loading. Therefore, it makes the force predicted in FE simulation rather higher 

than that obtained from the experiment. To make the simulation more accurate, 

a more comprehensive set of the material data will have to be obtained. 
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2) Cost model. The injection forging shortens the forging process, but the tool 

stresses are more severe. In order to overcome the tool stress, a more 

sophisticated tool structure may have to be introduced. However, even with 

higher stiffness, the tool life of injection forging still is a challenge. Therefore, 

from an economical perspective, it is necessary to introduce a cost model to 

assess the injection forging and multistep forging when these are considered in 

industry.  

3) Experiment. Although a series of experiments have been conducted in this 

study, some issues were not addressed fully, e.g. the strain sustained in the tool 

components was not measured in-process, and more workpiece materials and 

component shapes need to be tested in order to define the process limits of 

injection forging comprehensively.  

4) FE modelling. Analysis of the component accuracy on the work was based on 

single-process forging. However, in practical production, the tools usually 

experience thousands of forging cycles. Indeed, there are some changes in tools 

after many forging-cycles, e.g. does the pre-stressing stay at the similar level 

after the tools have been used? Therefore, in the future, the influences of 

forging cycles on the tools and products should be considered. 

5) Tool design. Although some optimised designs have already been proposed for 

forging tools, there is still a space for improving the tool design further. For 

example, how to optimise the pre-stressing distribution in the die insert is 

aspect that could be studied further. Currently, the pre-stressing focused on the 

shoulder of the die inserts. However, the simulation results show that the 

maximum effective stress is located at the bottom part of die chamber. 

Therefore, more pre-stressing should be introduced to this section. There are 

two concepts, as shown in Fig. 7-1.  
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(a) 

 

       (b) 

Fig. 7-1: A proposed interference fit design: (a) single shrink ring, (b) multi shrink rings. 

The first concept is based on the use of a single shrink ring. In the current 

design, the interference value is uniform. It could be possible to change the 

pre-stressing distribution by using a variable interference. In this way, an 

intensive pre-stressing in the specified area could be obtained. Another 

approach is based on the use of multistep shrink rings. By using shrink rings 

with different interferences or different types of materials, the pre-stressing 

could be achieved to meet the requirements for different reinforcements. 
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Appendix A. Interference Fit Design and Die Splitting 

A simplified FE model, as shown in Fig. A-1(a), was employed in ABAQUS to 

examine the splitting die and interference fit design. To explore the critical position 

during forging, the die insert was treated as a single part. No pre-stressing was 

introduced to avoid its influence on the stress distribution in die inserts. In this model, 

the constraint to the die was considered as rigidity, so that the edge attached with 

yellow triangle symbols was fixed in x direction. Other boundary conditions were 

same as that shown in chapter 3.  

Fig. A-2 (a) and Fig. A-3 (a) presents the S22 (axial stresses) and mean principle 

stresses in die inserts. As results, both maximum axial and mean stresses are tensile 

stresses. As well known, the tension stress adversely influences the tool service life. It 

indicates that the initial fatigue crack may grow in these critical positions. Therefore, it 

is necessary to split the die insert in the position A and B. However, as a feedback 

from the industry, when splitting the die insert in the position A, it is easy to generate 

flash in the transition radius of the component (refers to Fig. A-4). It is recommended 

to use a two die-inserts design instead of a three-inserts design. Based on this 

recommendation, the die insert is only split in the position B. Fig. A-5 (a) shows the 

S33 (hoop stresses) in the single die insert design. It indicates that the hoop stresses 

stay at positive value as well. This brings a highly potential risk of vertical fracture 

along the stress concentration zone.   

According to the previous analysis, a new model was developed. The former single die 

insert was split into two parts, seen in Fig. A-1 (b). Fig. A-2 (b), Fig. A-3 (b) and Fig. 

A-5 (b) show the distribution of axial stress, mean stress and hoop stress in the die 

insert, respectively. As results, the maximum axial stress, mean stress and hoop stress 

remain stable in the section A. In the section B, the tensile stress concentration is 

eliminated. It suggests that the die split does not influence the maximum stress in the 

whole model, while it can release the local stress concentration.  
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(a) (b) 

Fig. A-1: FE models in ABAQUS for die split design: (a) before die split, (b) after die split. 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. A-2: The axial stress (MPa) distribution: (a) single die insert, (b) two die inserts. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. A-3: The mean stress (MPa) distribution: (a) single die insert, (b) two die inserts. 

 
 
 
 

 

Fig. A-4: Disqualification component with flash near transition radius. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. A-5: The hoop stress (MPa) distribution: (a) single die insert, (b) two die inserts. 

To find the optimal interference fit for die inserts, six groups with different amplitudes 

of interference were used in the simulation, seen in Table A-1. The amplitude of 

interference Iamp is expressed as: 

𝐼𝑎𝑚𝑝 =  
𝐷1 − 𝐷2

𝐷2
× 100% 

D1 is the modified external diameter and D2 is the initial external diameter.  

Table A-1: The amplitudes of interference fit used in FE simulations. 

Group A B C D E F G 

Amplitude of 

Interference Fit (%) 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.55 0.6 

 

Fig. A-6 shows the changes of maximum axis stresses, hoop stresses and mean stresses 

in die inserts with the increasing Iamp. According to results, the influence of Iamp on 

reducing the hoop stress and mean stress are significant, while it shows a slight effect 

on the axial stress. For the mean stress, it turns from the tensile stress to the 

compressive stress which contributes to extending the tool life.  
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Compared with the hoop stress, the reduction of mean stress is obviously mild. It may 

be caused by the axis stress. The axis stress does not decrease considerably when the 

Iamp increases. It is because no pre-stressing applies on die insert in the axis direction, 

which makes the interference fit affect the axis stress slightly. With observing the 

tendency of the hoop stress in die inserts, it is believed that the hoop stress and mean 

stress can reduce further with increasing of Iamp. However, regarding the yield stress of 

shrink ring, the Iamp cannot increase unlimitedly. From the simulation, when the Iamp 

increases from 0.5% to 0.6%, the shrink ring begins to yield in assembly. After 

forging, the shrink ring yields when the Iamp is 0.5%. Therefore, it suggests that 0.4% 

is the upper bound of the Iamp, and it will be used in the comparison study. 

 

Fig. A-6: The relationship between interference fit and stresses in die insert. 

 

Fig. A-7: The relationship between interference fit and stresses in shrink ring.  
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Appendix B. Ring Test 

The ring test is a widely accepted method for analysing the coefficient of friction 

(COF) between the workpiece and tools since the 1960s [180]. With comparing the 

dimensional change of ring size with a calibration curve, it can obtain a magnitude of 

COF. In this study, the calibration curve was developed by a FE simulation in 

DEFORM. Three lubricants, ISO 100 forging oil, ISO 68 forging oil and MoS2 grease, 

were tested to evaluate the friction condition in forging processes.   

The ring size adopted the most widely used ratio 6: 3: 2 which corresponded to out 

ring diameter, inner ring diameter and height (refer to Fig. B-1). The specimen 

material was cut from AISI 1010 bars and machined by a CNC machining centre and 

finally coated with phosphate. Two blocks were fabricated to compress the specimen. 

The block was made of H13 die steel with heat treatment. The hardness of blocks, 

therefore, could achieve a high value (54 HRC).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. B-1: The ring used in friction test (a) ring dimension (b) specimen. 
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Before doing the experiment, each ring was measured concerning the internal ring 

diameter and the height. Then, the block and the ring were washed by alcohol and 

dried by a blow gun. The ring covering with lubricant was placed on the centre of the 

block to the greatest extends. Otherwise, the pressure cannot be applied on the 

specimen surface uniformly when the ring was off-center. The blocks should be set on 

the centre of work platform either.  

In this test, the compression ratio of the ring was around 55%. After one specimen was 

finished, the dimensional change was measured and recorded. Subsequently, the 

blocks were washed by alcohol and polished by a sandpaper. It avoided the previous 

ring test influencing on the following test.  

During the test, due to the material structure, dimensional accuracy of the ring, 

stiffness of machine and lubricant distribution, the material flow on the ring is hard to 

keep uniform. It caused an irregular shape of ring (refers to Fig. B-2). In this case, the 

internal diameter was decided by the average of maximum diameter and minimum 

diameter. 

 

Fig. B-2: Deformed specimen with a maximum diameter and a minimum diameter. 

Fig. B-3 shows the simulation model in DEFORM. The calibration curve for ring test 

was developed by FE simulations which involved three parts, including the workpiece, 

top platen and bottom platen. Besides the workpiece was regarded as a rigid-plastic 

body, two platens were set as a rigid body. During the simulation, the movement of top 

platen was controlled by a constant speed (10 mm/s). The workpiece material was 
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AISI 1010 which mechanical properties were presented in Table 3-1. In the simulation, 

the stroke was 4.4 mm that occupied 55% of the component height. To find the 

influence of COF on the dimensional change, eight groups of COF (refer to Table B-1) 

were used with Coulomb friction model.  

The results were showed in Table B-2. Comparing the results from the FE simulation 

and the experiment, the magnitude of COF can be limited within a defined range, seen 

in Fig. B-4. Based on this figure, the COF for ISO 100, ISO 68 and MoS2 were 

estimated as 0.055, 0.053 and 0.073, respectively.  

 

 

Fig. B-3: Ring test model in DEFORM. 

 

Table B-1: Coefficient of friction used in FE simulation. 

Group A B C D E F G H 

COF 0.05 0.055 0.06 0.065 0.07 0.075 0.08 0.1 
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Table B-2: Dimension change depends on different lubricants. 

Items Lubricant 
Initial height 

(mm) 

Initial internal 

diameter 

(mm) 

Final height 

(mm) 

Final internal 

diameter 

(mm) 

1 ISO 100 7.97 11.98 3.57 13.17 

2 ISO 100 8.00 11.97 3.59 13.10 

3 ISO 100 7.99 12.02 3.36 12.97 

4 ISO 68 7.97 12.01 3.65 13.50 

5 ISO 68 7.97 12.00 3.57 13.39 

6 ISO 68 7.97 11.95 3.55 13.12 

7 MoS2 8.00 11.98 3.51 12.10 

8 MoS2 8.00 11.98 3.54 12.04 

9 MoS2 7.97 12.01 3.51 12.07 

 

 

 

Fig. B-4: Calibration curve for ring test based on FE simulations. 
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Appendix C. Tool Drawing 

 

Bottom Die: Case 
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Bottom Die: Shrink Ring 
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Bottom Die: Die Insert 1 
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Bottom Die: Die Insert 2 
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Bottom Die: Spring Fixing Plate 
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Bottom Die: Base Plate 
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Bottom Die: Fixing Cylinder 
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Top Die: Punch 
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Top Die: Case 
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Top Die: Adaptor 
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Top Die: Sleeve 
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Top Die: Baseplate 1 
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Top Die: Baseplate 2 
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Force Measurement Device: Clamp Plate of Sensor 
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Force Measurement Device: Link Plate 
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Appendix D. Mechanical Data of 3000 kN Hydraulic Press 

Table D-1: Main mechanical data of hydraulic press. 

Item Description Value 

1 Maximum forging force 3,500 kN 

2 Maximum ejection force 20 kN 

3 Speed 

No-load speed 190 mm/sec 

Load speed Around 7 mm/sec 

Return speed Around 180 mm/sec 

4 Forging Stroke 

Open distance 1000 mm 

Close distance 650 mm 

Maximum stroke 350 mm 

5 Maximum ejection stroke  60 mm 

 

 

Fig. D-1: 3000 kN vertical hydraulic press. 
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Appendix E. Preloading and Calibration of the Load Cell 

The preloading was applied to the load cell by the threaded connection in the 

measurement device (refers to Fig. 4-2). Based on the instruction from Kistler, the 

maximum pretension of the bolt could withstand 50 % of the load cell range. In this 

study, the used preloading was 150 kN. According to [181], the preloading calculation 

formula is showed below: 

𝑇 = 𝐾𝐷𝐹 

where T is applied torque, F is the preload in the bolt, D is bolt diameter, and K is 

torque coefficient. The torque coefficient depends on the material and lubricants. The 

commonly assumed value 0.2 [181] was used in this study. The bolt diameter was 27 

mm. Therefore, the required torque was 810 N∙m. To ensure the preloading, a torque 

wrench was used, seen in Fig. E-1. 

 

Fig. E-1: Torque wrench for preloading process. 

For the calibration of load cell, the results were showed in Table E-1 and Fig. E-2. 
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Table E-1: The relationship between output voltage and force. 

Item Voltage (V) Force (kN) 

1 0.032 0 

2 0.256 10 

3 0.362 15 

4 0.479 20 

5 0.591 25 

6 0.703 30 

7 0.815 35 

8 0.933 40 

9 1.045 45 

10 1.163 50 

11 1.274 55 

12 1.392 60 

13 1.504 65 

14 1.628 70 

15 1.740 75 

16 1.863 80 

17 1.969 85 

18 2.093 90 

19 2.211 95 

20 2.329 100 

21 2.446 105 

22 2.564 110 

23 2.682 115 

24 2.800 120 

25 2.923 125 

26 3.041 130 

27 3.159 135 

28 3.277 140 

29 3.394 145 

30 3.518 150 

31 3.636 155 

32 3.754 160 

33 3.877 165 

34 3.989 170 

35 4.113 175 

36 4.231 180 

37 4.354 185 

38 4.478 190 

39 4.602 195 

40 4.719 200 

41 4.843 205 

42 4.967 210 
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43 5.085 215 

44 5.208 220 

45 5.332 225 

46 5.461 230 

47 5.578 235 

48 5.715 240 

49 5.827 245 

50 5.950 250 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. E-2: The calibration curve of force and voltage. 
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Appendix F. Specimen Weight 

The density of AISI 1010 is regarded as 7.87g/cm3, and the ideal size of the component 

is 51.60 × 10.10 (height × diameter). So the ideal weight of component is 32.5g 

Table F-1: The weight errors of the workpiece before forging. 

Item Weight (g) Errors (%) 

1 32.3 -0.64 

2 32.4 -0.55 

3 32.3 -0.64 

4 32.3 -0.64 

5 32.3 -0.64 

6 32.3 -0.64 

7 32.3 -0.64 

8 32.4 -0.55 

9 32.3 -0.64 

10 32.3 -0.64 

Mean weight  32.3g 

Mean absolute errors 0.62% 
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Appendix G. Profile of Radii under the Head 

 

 

Fig. G-1: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 1 in ISO 100. 

 

 

Fig. G-2: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 2 in ISO 100. 

 

 

Fig. G-3: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 3 in ISO 100. 
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Fig. G-4: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 4 in ISO 100. 

 

 

Fig. G-5: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 5 in ISO 100. 

 

 

Fig. G-6: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 6 in ISO 100. 
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Fig. G-7: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 1 in MoS2. 

 

 

Fig. G-8: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 2 in MoS2. 

 

 

Fig. G-9: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 3 in MoS2. 
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Fig. G-10: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 4 in MoS2. 

 

 

Fig. G-11: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 5 in MoS2. 

 

 

Fig. G-12: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 6 in MoS2. 
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Fig. G-13: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 1 in ISO 68. 

 

 

Fig. G-14: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 2 in ISO 68 

 

 

Fig. G-15: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 3 in ISO 68. 
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Fig. G-16: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 4 in ISO 68. 

 
 

 

Fig. G-17: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 5 in ISO 68. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. G-18: The profile of radii under the head for specimen 6 in ISO 68. 

 


